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Foreword

The work presented in this thesis is the result of an extended multidisciplinary

research activity carried out in collaboration with several research groups belonging to

different European Universities and other research institutions, which provided

fundamental contributions for the realization of this dissertation.

The contribution of the author is confined to the synthesis and part of the

characterization of the novel Magnus' salt derivatives presented in Chapter 2, 3, 9 as

well as of the materials investigated in Chapter 6. The author performed also the

processing of the novel materials into fibers by electrospinning as described in Chapter 4

and carried out the work related to the alignment of the same materials on friction-

deposited-PTFE layers reported in Chapter 5.
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Summary

In the last decades conjugated polymers, due to their unique chemical and physical

semiconducting properties, have been widely investigated in view of their potential

application in low cost, mass produced, so-called plastic electronics. Unfortunately,

virtually all polymeric materials suffer from poor environmental stability, which limits

their use in optoelectronic devices. We planned to overcome this disadvantage by the

design of organic-inorganic hybrid materials with potentially improved stability against

light, air and humidity. The present work details the synthesis and characterization of

quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds, based on the Magnus' green salt

[Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4J. Such systems have attracted interest in the 1970-1980's, because of

their semiconducting properties which are intrinsically connected with their unique

structure. However, despite the many efforts made, corresponding compounds which can

be easily processed into useful objects until recently did not exist, because they are

widely insoluble in common solvents and do not melt prior to decomposition.

In this thesis, first attention was devoted to the synthesis of soluble quasi-one-

dimensional derivatives of Magnus' salt. The versatility of the synthesis of this class of

materials allowed to tune physical properties of related compounds by appropriate

selection of the ligands. A number of novel soluble, semiconducting equivalents of

Magnus' salt, for instance with the structure [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4], (where dmoc is

fS)-3,7-dimethyloctyl), were obtained. This novel compound displayed a green color,

analogous to the Magnus' green salt, and an intrachain Pt-Pt distances of 3.1 À. It

showed a semiconducting behavior with a bulk conductivity value of 1.6-10"7 S/cm at

room temperature. The use of optically active alkyl groups induced a circular dichroism

(CD) in the respective complex. The bisignate signal in CD spectra revealed the

existence of cooperative effects between the |Pt(NH2dmoc)4]2+ units of the

supramolecular platinum chain, and the measured chiral anisotropy factors of ca. ± 0.1

belong to the highest ever reported for metal complexes.

A number of other Magnus' salt derivatives have been synthesized in this work, for

instance the green Magnus' derivative with the structure [Pt(NH2dmoc)4ÏÏPtBr4l. This

complex showed a semiconducting behavior with a value of the conductivity of
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2-10"8 S/cm, i.e. lower than the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4)[PtCl4] analogous. Despite the chiral

ligand it did not show any chiral effect. Circular dichroism was observed for the

Magnus's salt derivative with the structure [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] where eh = (R)-2-

ethylhexyl. Also for this complex the chiral anisotropy factor was found to be ca. ±0.1,

as reported for the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4] complex. The use of bidentate ligands

allowed the synthesis of platinum compounds with semiconducting behavior and values

of the bulk conductivity of 4.2-10"6 - 1.4-10"5 S/cm at room temperature.

The solubility of these materials in common organic solvents (like toluene)

rendered solution processing possible with conventional methods. Electrostatic spinning

was used to manufacture fibers of the Magnus' salt derivatives [Pt(NH2eh)4irPtCl4] and

[Pt(NH2drnoc)4J[PtCl4J. Highly oriented films of these compounds were readly obtained

via crystallization from dilute toluene solutions onto friction-deposited

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) orientation layers. The films revealed a high degree of

alignment and a concomitantly high anisotropy of their electrical conductivity, with

conductivity values at room temperature of 10"4 S/cm for orientation parallel and

I0"8 S/cm for the orientation perpendicular to the aligned platinum chains.

The bulk electrical and optical properties of the novel synthesized materials as well

as the properties of the obtained oriented films were investigated in detail with a variety

of techniques like pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC),

UV-Vis and flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC). These

studies revealed that certain of the present platinum compounds have indeed significant

charge carrier mobilities and, moreover, that the oriented platinum chains exhibited

pronounced anisotropy in the transport of charge carriers, preferentially within the Pt-

chain. The highest value of the charge carrier mobility along the platinum chains was

determined in oriented thin films of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4l, which

was~60-10"3cm2/Vs.

As a possible application of the aligned thin films, the active layer in field-effect

transistors was envisioned. Accordingly, such transistors were produced at ambient

conditions from common organic solvents. These simple devices exhibited p-type

transistor action and proved to be very stable over periods of several months.



Importantly, their performance was not affected upon exposure to white light, air, and

even hot water.
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Zusammenfassung

In den letzten Jahrzehnten wurden konjugierte Polymere, auf Grund ihrer

einzigartigen chemischen und physikalischen Eigenschaften, gründlich auf ihre

potentielle Anwendbarkeit für eine kostengünstige Massenproduktion von so genannten

'Plastik-ElectroniK'-Bauteilen hin untersucht. Unglücklicherweise leiden praktisch alle

polymeren Materialien unter beschränkter Umweltstabilität, was deren Einsatz in

optoelektronischen Anwendungen limitiert. Wir haben uns vorgenommen, diesen

Nachteil durch gezielte Gestaltung organisch-anorganischer Hybridmaterialien mit

verbesserter Stabilität gegen Licht, Luft und Feuchtigkeit zu beseitigen. Die vorliegende

Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Synthese und Charakterisierung quasi-eindimensionaler

Platinverbindungen, basierend auf dem grünen Magnus-Salz [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4]. Solche

Systeme haben in den 1970er bis in die 80er Jahren wegen ihrer Halbleitereigenschaften,

die intrinsisch durch ihre einzigartige Struktur bedingt sind, Aufmerksamkeit erregt.

Trotz vieler Bemühungen existierten bis vor kurzem keine entsprechenden

Verbindungen, die in einfacher Weise zu funktionstüchtigen Bauteilen verarbeitet

werden konnten, da sie grösstenteils in gängigen Lösungsmitteln unlöslich sind und sich

unterhalb ihres Schmelzpunktes zersetzen.

Die Hauptaufmerksamkeit dieser Arbeit galt der Synthese löslicher, quasi¬

eindimensionaler Derivate des grünen Magnus'-Salzes. Die vielseitigen Synthese

möglichkeiten dieser Materialklasse erlauben es, die physikalischen Eigenschaften

solcher Verbindungen durch entsprechende Wahl der Liganden einzustellen. Eine Anzahl

neuartiger, löslicher, halbleitender Derivate des grünen Magnus-Salzes wurde

synthetisiert, beispielsweise mit der Struktur [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (wobei dmoc für

(-Sysj-dimethyloctyl steht). Diese neuartige Verbindung zeigte, analog zum grünen

Magnus'-Salz, eine grüne Färbung, und wies eine Pt-Pt-Distanz in der Kette von 3.1 Â

auf. Sie zeigte Halbleitereigenschaften mit einem Volumen-Leifähigkeitswert von

1.6-10"7 S/cm bei Raumtemperatur. Der Einsatz optisch aktiver Aklylgruppen induzierte

einen Zirkulardichroismus (CD) im jeweiligen Komplex. Die Aufspaltung des Signals in

eine positive und eine negative Komponente im CD Spektrum deutet auf kooperative

Effekte zwischen den [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]2+ Einheiten der supramolekularen Platinkette
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hin, und die chirale Anisotropie ist mit einem Wert von ca. ± 0.1 die höchste, die je für

Metallkomplexe gemessen wurde.

Mehrere weitere Magnus-Salz Derivate wurden in dieser Arbeit syntethisiert,

beispielsweise die Verbindung mit der Struktur [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtBr4]. Dieser Komplex

zeigte Halbleitereigenschaften mit einer Leitfähigkeit von 2-10"7 S/cm, also einen

niedrigen wert als das analoge [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]. Trotz des chiralen Liganden

zeigte die Substanz selbst keinen CD Effekt. Für das Magnus'-Salz Derivat mit der

Struktur [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] mit eh = ^-2-ethylhexyl wurde hingegen ein

Zirkulardichroismus beobachtet. Auch im Falle dieses Komplexes betrug der chirale

Anisotropiefaktor ±0.1, wie er ebenfalls für den Komplex [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

berichtet wurde. Die Einführung bidentater Liganden erlaubte die Synthese von

Platinkomplexen mit Halbleitereigenschaften und Volumen-Leitfähigkeitswerten von

4.2-10"6- 1.4-10"7 S/cm bei Raumtemperatur.

Die Löslichkeit der neues Materialien in gängigen organischen Lösungsmitteln

(wie Toluol) ermöglichte die Verarbeitung aus Lösung mittels konventioneller

Methoden. Elektrostatisches Spinnen wurde angewendet um Fasern der Magnus'-Salz

Derivate [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] und [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] herzustellen. Hochorientierte

Filme dieser Verbindungen konnten durch einfache Kristallisation aus verdünnter

Toluol-Lösung auf Poly(tetrafluorethylen)-Orientierungsschichten erhalten werden.

Diese Filme zeigten einen hohen Grad an Ausrichtung und folgedessen hohe Anisotropie

der elektrischen Leitfähigkeit mit Leitfähigkeitswerten bei Raumtemperatur von 10

parallel und 10 senkrecht zur Orientierungsrichtung der ausgerichteten Platinketten.

Die elektrischen und optischen Volumeneigenschaften der neuartigen

synthetisierten Materialien sowie die Eigenschaften der erhaltenen orientierten Filme

wurden mit einer Vielzahl verschiedener Techniken wie Leitfähigkeitsmessungen durch

zeitaufgelöste Puls-Radiolyse (PR-TRMC), UV-Vis und

Mikrowellenleitfähigkeitsmessungen durch zeitaufgelöste Blitz-Photolyse (FP-TRMC)

im Detail untersucht. Diese Untersuchungen zeigten, dass gewisse der vorliegenden

Platinverbindungen durchaus signifikante Ladungsträgermoblilität aufweisen und,

darüberhinaus, dass die orientierten Platinketten eine deutliche Anisotropie der
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Ladungsträger-Transporteigenschaften auswiesen, vorzugsweise in Richtung der

Platinketten. Der höchste Wert der Ladungsträgermobilität entlang der Platinketten

wurde mit 60-10"3 cm2/Vs an orientierten Dünnfilmen von [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

gemessen.

Als eine mögliche Anwendung von gerichteten dünnen Filmen wurde deren

Einsatz als aktive Schicht in Feldeffekttransistoren ins Auge gefasst. Solche Transistoren

wurden unter Umgebungsbedingungen aus Lösungen in üblichen organischen

Lösungsmitteln hergestellt. Diese einfachen Bauteile zeigten p-Typ Transistorverhalten

und erwiesen sich als sehr stabil über eine Periode von mehreren Monaten.

Bemerkenswerterweise wurde deren Funktionstüchtigkeit durch Einfluss von Weisslicht,

Luft und sogar von heissem Wasser nicht beeinflusst.



Seite Leer /

Blank leaf
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1. Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

The discovery in the late 1970s1 that polymeric materials, such as doped

polyacetylene, showed metallic electrical conduction promoted general interest in the

study of polymers which intrinsic properties are comparable to semiconductors and

metals.2'3 The principal attraction of semi-conductive polymeric materials resides in the

potential ease of processing, outstanding mechanical properties and light-weight

compared to conventional inorganic semiconducting materials, as well as their potential

to become low cost replacement for conventional metals and inorganic semiconductors

in electronic devices.4"6 In the last decades conjugated polymers were applied as active

elements in a broad variety of devices including light-emitting diodes,7 field-effect

transistors,8"12 electrical sensors and solar cells.13 In addition demand for flexible

electronic devices relies, in fact, on semiconducting polymeric materials that can be used

in solution-based-fabrication schemes through conventional methods.14"16

While very promising with regard to processing and cost considerations, organic

conjugated polymers have generally a number of disadvantages, most importantly poor

environmental and thermal stability, which hampers their successful commercial

application. In fact many of the actual polymers and oligomers investigated for

application in electronic devices require significant packging schemes to avoid their

degradation upon exposure to oxygen and water under normal environmental

conditions.17'18

Materials with hybrid organic-inorganic character represent a possible alternative

to the above organic polymers and oligomers, and are studied in this thesis since they, in

fact, may present the advantage of exhibiting the stability and electrical properties of

inorganic materials on one side, and the flexibility and processability of organic

polymers on the other side.19'2 The synthesis of new materials based on transition-metal

compounds (like platinum complexes) with mono- as well as multi-dentate organic
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ligands can potentially open up a new route in the field of functionalized polymeric

materials and consequently has attracted increasing interest in recent years.21

The hybrid organic-inorganic materials that are the subject of this work are

supramolecular quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds, which are based on the

Magnus' green salt structure [PtfN^^fPtCLJ. This complex is a semiconductor and

has a columnar structure in which planar coordination units are stacked on top of each

other to form a metal atom chain. The formation of the supramolecular arrangement in

this compound is a result mainly of electrostatic attraction between the alternately

stacked square planar [Pt(NH3)4]2+ and [PtCl4]2" moieties.23"27 Metallic low-

dimensional compounds like the Magnus' salt derivatives have been extensively

investigated because their structural anisotropy. In addition, it has been predicted, but not

proven, that these compounds could exhibit for example superconductivity.

Despite the great progress in the design and synthesis of quasi-one-dimensional

complexes made in the 1970's and 1980's, the synthetic approach to obtain processable

extended metallic chains has been unsuccessful until recently.26 The previously known

complexes (e.g. K2.x|Pt(CN)4J) are largely insoluble, in particular in organic solvents.

This unfavorable property, which is typical for rigid rod polymers, often severely

restricts or even prevents characterization and application of these materials. Increased

processability has been recently achieved by introduction of flexible side chain attached

to the rigid metallic backbone.26,27

The issue addressed in this thesis is the design of novel Magnus' salt derivatives

with organic ligands and their effect on the physical-chemical properties of the resulting

materials. In fact, organic ligands can influence the interatomic distances between the

metallic atoms in the ordered structures. The shorter the distance between the metal

centers the higher the derealization of the electrons in the quasi-one-dimensional

backbone, which of course largely determines the electrical and optical properties of

such compounds. As shown in this work, tailoring the organic ligands allows to tune the

electrical properties of these materials from an insulator to a semiconductor. On the other

hand the ligands must provide processability not at the expense of desirable electronic

properties.
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1.2 Theoretical Background

The following section comprises a brief description of the theoretical principles of

the experimental techniques used to characterize and process the novel Magnus'salt

derivatives presented in this thesis.

1.2.1 Semiconductors

Semiconductors are defined as materials which have conductivity values which lay

between the values of a conductor and those of an insulator. The conductivity values of

such materials are determined by the relative mobility of the charge carriers and the

number of such charge carriers. The conductivity a is thus defined as

G = eNZv S/cm Eq. (1.1)

where e is the elementary charge, 1.6-10"19 C, N is the number density of charge carriers

AT (cm"3), and £p = [|i(+) + p,(-)| (n^V'V) is the sum of the mobility of the positive

(holes) and negative (electrons) charge carriers. The classification of a material as

conductor, semiconductor or insulator is based on the relative distribution of the

occupied and non-occupied energy levels in the three categories of materials according

to the band theory of solids. The continuum distribution of the energy levels in a solid

material is called band. In a metal the unoccupied electronic levels (empty bands,

conduction band) are distributed immediately above the highest occupied levels (valence

band). In a semiconductor there is a band gap between the valence and the conduction

band and the electrons present in the valence band will require a certain amount of

energy to overcome the gap and give rise to the conduction process. In an insulator this

band gap is bigger than in a semiconductor, and the energy required for the electrons to

overcome the gap itself is higher than in the semiconductors. In general the conductivity

of a conductor decreases at increasing the temperature T, g«1 T, because the increased

motion of the atoms and lattice sites will scatter the conduction electrons and will
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Conductivity (S/cm)

Metals

Semiconductors

Insulators

Iron

Platinum

Copper

Germanium

Silicon

Polyethylene

PTFE

lO'o

10s

IO6
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io-2
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io-6
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10.io
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IO"14

,)0-ifi

Magnus'green salt

Doped Conjugated

Polymers

Figure 1.1. Conductivity of Magnus' salts compared with that of conjugated
polymers33 and other materials.

decrease their mean free path, hence will decrease their ability to carry electrical charges

through the material. In semiconductors and insulators conductivity generally increases

with increasing temperatures, often exponentially, i.e. o« exp(-A£VA7) with AE the band

gap energy. This is due to the fact that upon increase of the temperature, the electron in

the valence band may acquire enough energy (thermal energy) to migrate from the

valence band to the conduction band.

Conjugated polymeric materials have usually quite low conductivity values and

are generally classified as insulators (Figure 1.1). The conductivity of some polymers

notably that that comprise conjugated alternating unsaturated and saturated bonds (e.g.

polyacetylene) can increase significantly when these materials are doped. Magnus' salt

compounds fall also in the range of low conducting or semiconducting materials. These

platinum compounds have conductivity values which vary from insulators

(g = 10"10 S/cm) for [Pt(NH2 CH2CH3)4|[PtCl4J, to semiconductors (o = 10"5 S/cm) for

Magnus' green salt [Pt(NH3)4] [PtCI4]30 while Krogmann's salt
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K2[Pt(CN)4]Br0 3(H20)31*32 is a conductor (o = IO2 S/cm). These materials show

thermal activated conduction behavior, i.e., such semiconductors usually exhibit a

temperature dependence of the conductivity, also observed for organic materials33,

which can be described by:

( Ea'
I j^,T

<7 = G0e Eq. (1.2)

where Ea is the activation energy, T is the temperature in Kelvin and Kb is the

Boltzmann's constant. It will be shown in Chapter 2 that the electrical properties of the

original Magnus' green salt [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] and certain novel synthesized Magnus'

salt derivatives follow the same relation for the dependence of the conductivity on the

temperature.

1.2.2 Charge carriers mobility studies

1.2.2.1 Introduction

In order to gain insight about the conduction mechanism in semiconducting

materials, the production of mobile charge carriers, (electrons or holes) in the sample

under investigation is required. The creation of charge carriers can be effectuated either

by partial oxidation or reduction (chemical doping) of the substances, by

photoexcitation, or by ionization with high energy irradiation, as for example by

applying the pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC)

technique.34 Several methods are available in order to detect the charges created in a

sample, such as fluorescence, optical absorption, electron spin resonance (ESR) and

microwave detection. In this work, charge transport studies in Magnus' salt derivatives

have been performed principally with PR-TRMC technique.
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Phase shift due to

dielectric constant e'

J(E-AE)

Attenuation due to

dielectric losse"

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the phase shift of microwave radiation when

propagating through a weakly conducting material.

Pulse-radiolysis is a method used to study transient phenomena (time-dependent

phenomena) in a sample upon irradiation of high-energy electrons or photons with a

short pulse.35 The production of charge carriers upon irradiation is studied by following

the change in the microwave power detected from a microwave detector. In fact, upon

irradiation of a sample with high-energy radiation small transient changes in the real

(dielectric constant e) and the imaginary component (dielectric loss e") of the

permittivity of a medium may occur. These changes occurring in the bulk properties of a

sample can result from a change in the molecular polarizability or in the molecular

charge distribution (dipole moment change) respectively. The TRMC technique was

introduced36'37 to measure the changes in the dielectric constant Ae of a gas upon

irradiation with high energy radiation. The change in the dielectric constant of the

medium was detected by detecting the phase shift or change in the wavelength of the

electromagnetic waves propagating in the sample (Figure 1.2). Later this method was

extended for the study of condensed media, measuring the changes in the dielectric loss

(conductivity) Ae" of a sample resulting from the formation of ionic species.38"41

In the following paragraphs first the PR-TRMC technique and the experimental

set-up will be discussed and, finally, the derivation of the charge carrier mobility is

described. For this, the author has heavily relied and often quoted texts by

Warman et al.34 Schouten40, van de Craats et al.42

t A A A A \\"~tK-A
e/\/\/\/\/\ \\/p
i v u \J. M V/-Hr
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1.2.2.2 The PR-TRMC Technique

The PR-TRMC technique can be divided in two parts. In the first part of the

measurement, the sample is irradiated with high electron energy radiation in order to

create charge carriers via pulse radiolysis (PR) with a 3 MeV electron accelerator (pulse

duration 2-5 ns), while the second part is related to the detection of the mobile charge

carriers created in the first part in the sample with time-resolved-microwave-

conductivity TRMC. A schematic representation of the PR-TRMC apparatus used for the

measurements reported in this thesis is shown in Figure 1.3. The sample is placed in a

cell in which electromagnetic microwaves produced by a source (Q-band, 28-38 GHz)

are directed (with a waveguide), propagate through it and are reflected at the end of the

cell by a metal plate. The electric field component of the microwaves is parallel to the

short axis of the cell. Upon interaction of high energy primary electrons (produced with a

Van der Graaff accelerator) with the electrons of the sample, electronic excitations and

ionization processes will take place, giving rise to secondary electrons.

Van de Graaff

electron accelerator

Metal plate

Microwave cell

Sample

Figure 1.3. Schematic representation ofthe PR-TRMC^ apparatus.

As a consequence, the primary electrons will lose kinetic energy, and at the same

time the formation of positive charges will be observed. Part of the charges created in the

sample upon irradiation will recombine due to coulombic forces between the electrons

and the positive charges but a significant fraction of them will escape recombination and
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OX) T3
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A<Jeop/D
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of a) the output voltage of the detector as a

function of time with a voltage change AV due to the mobile charge carriers created

upon irradiation of the sample with a pulse of duration At. b) Schematic of the

conductivity transient in which Aoeop/D is defined.

will contribute to the conductivity of the sample. The change in the conductivity of a

sample upon irradiation is monitored as changes in the microwave power reflected from

the metal plate present at the end of the microwave cell
40

For small changes of the conductivity, the relative change in reflected microwave

power, APP, is directly proportional to the changes, Aa, in the conductivity of the

sample40 as described with Equation 1.3.

AP
= - A Aa Eq. (1.3)

The value of the proportionality factor^ depends on geometric parameters, on the

microwave frequency used, as well as on the dielectric constant of the sample, and can

be calculated if these parameters are known. The derivation of A has been published

elsewhere.4^ Experimentally more in detail APIP = n AV/'V, where AFis the change in the

power in volts measured from the output of the microwave detector and « is a constant.

In Figure 1.4a, a description of the output voltage of the detector is presented.
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When a radiation pulse of duration At induces a conductivity change in the medium an

absorbance of the microwave power will occur which will lead to a decrease in the

voltage output of AV, which will return to its starting level after a certain time t.

The output of the microwave detection is explained looking at Figure 1.4 b, where

a graph of a typical dose-normalized conductivity transient is depicted. As the irradiation

takes place, charge carriers are formed in the sample and the change in the conductivity,

Ag, in the microwave cell increases reaching a maximum at the end-of-pulse Aaeop.

Subsequently, due to trapping and charge carrier recombination events, the conductivity

signal decays with time. Therefore, the dose-normalized conductivity at the end-of-

pulse, AaeoJD is directly obtained from the transient in Figure 1.4 b, where the dose D

(J/m3) is the amount of energy deposited (absorbed) in the sample per unit volume upon

irradiation. In order to obtain charge carrier mobilities from the radiation-induced

conductivity it is necessary to know the number of the charge carriers present in the

sample.

1.2.2.3 Determination of charge mobility in Magnus' salt derivatives ' '

Mobile Charge Carriers. The charge carrier mobility is a measure of the ease

with which the electric charges can migrate through the medium under the influence of

an electric field E. When an electric field, E, is applied over mobile charges carriers in a

medium, a net velocity component in the field direction will be superimposed on their

random motion. For a given field strength, the net velocity component in the field

direction reaches a steady equilibrium value, the drift velocity v(l. The charge carrier

mobility is defined as the ratio of the drift velocity v^to the electric field E:

u =
Yl m2/Vs Eq. (1.4)

^
E

The change in conductivity Aa of a sample due to the presence of mobile charge

carriers is related to the mobilities and number density A''(cm3) of positive and negatives

charge carriers as follows (according to Equation 1.5):
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Aa = e/VAIji S/cm Eq.(1.5)

The sum of the induced charge carriers, l,\i, can be obtained from Ag if the number of

the charge carriers produced in the sample is known. Thus, if the concentration of

carriers is known, an estimate of the charge carrier mobility can be made from the

experimentally determined conductivity change. Therefore, the total number of charge

carrier pairs produced initially by the radiation pulse is calculated estimating the average

energy absorbed per electron-hole pair formed, Ep, and estimating the fraction of the

originally formed charge carriers present at the time that conductivity is measured. The

number density of charge carrier pairs formed initially, N„, for a short pulse, and a dose

(electron) D (J/m ), is given by:

Np =
IL m"3 Eq.(1.6)
eE,

p

However, for pulses of duration in the nanoseconds scale, immediately after the

formation of the electron-hole pair, their number will be reduced as a consequence of the

fact that a fraction of the initially formed charge carriers pairs may undergo rapid

recombination. The fraction of the electron-holes pairs which survive recombination

during the course of the pulse radiation is denoted with the end-of-pulse probability,

Weop, which is less then unity.

The concentration of charge carriers present at the end of the pulse, Npeop will be

therefore:

NpeepSlW<2£2 m"3 Eq.(1.7)
eEP

Using Equations 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 one obtains for the end-of-pulse conductivity, Aaeop,

the expression:
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A{W _

WeopDI,\Ltrmc Sm2/j Eq. (1.8)
Ep

The mobility can then be estimated from the experimentally measured quantity Ag/D if

Weop and Ep are known, using the relationship:

_

(
EpAaeoP\

m2/Vs Eq. (1.9)ri
(

EpAaeop\

It has to be pointed out that a minimum value for the mobility can be derived from

AalD by taking Weop to have is maximum value at 1, which would correspond to a

situation in which all the electron-hole pairs formed contribute to Ac. The average

energy necessary to produce ionization in molecular liquids and solids, Ep, is generally

assumed to be roughly equal to that in the gas phase, i.e. ca. 25 eV.44,45 Therefore, taking

Weop = 1 as the upper limit for the charge carrier pairs that is observed at the end of the

pulse and Ep = 25 eV in Equation 1.9 it is possible to derive a minimum possible value of

the sum of charge carrier mobilities Z\im{n = [\x(+) + M-(-)lmjn.

The mobilities of the Magnus' salts studied in this thesis were estimated using

Equation 1.9 and are, therefore, isotropic values corresponding to random orientation of

the columnar axes of the platinum chains within individual macrodomains. For each

macrodomain, charge transport ' is expected to be highly anisotropic and to occur

preferentially along the Pt chain. Hence, the mean value of the mobility averaged over all

orientations is related to the one-dimensional intracolumnar mobility Lu,|D by a factor of

3, and the relationship between the experimental parameter AaeopD and Sp,1D is:

Z\LW = 3(-f^ • ^f) (m2/Vs) Eq. (1.10)
\Weop U )
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1.2.2.4 The FR-TRMC Technique

Another method to produce charge carriers in a material is the exposure of a

sample to laser radiation, which is called the flash-photolisys time-resolved microwave

conductivity technique (FP-TRMC).48'49 Since the laser light is polarized this method is

suited to investigate more in detail the anisotropic electrical properties of, for instance,

oriented films. The method is analogous to the PR-TRMC technique described in section

1.2.2.3. The main difference resides in the mechanism of the production of charge

carriers in the sample. In this method the increase of the conductivity of the sample upon

irradiation with laser light is measured as a decrease in microwave power reflected by

the sample. The samples are placed in a microwave cavity as shown in Figure 1.5, at the

position of the maximum in the electric field strength.

_

microwave

source

M

detector

quartz glass
thin film sample substrate

Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of the FP-TRMC cavity containing a thin,

orientedfilm deposited on a planar substrate. Ev is the direction at which the intensity of
the applied microwave electric field is maximum.

Charge carriers are produced in the thin films by photoexcitation with a 3 ns pulse

of linearly-polarized light here from a Coherent "Infinity" laser. The transient

photoconductivity, Ag, induced in the film is monitored as the decrease in microwave

power reflected by the cavity as already described in section 1.2.2.3. From the

experimental value of the conductivity transient and the known number of absorbed

photons, the product £u4>, of the quantum yield of charge carriers, ty, and the sum of the

electron and holes mobilities, Lu,, is estimated. The Xu. is determined from PR-TRMC

quartz glass window
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studies as described in paragraph 1.2.2.2. Since 2jx<b is determined from the end-of-pulse

conductivity AGeop, knowing these two quantities, the quantum yield of the charge

carriers, ()), created upon excitations can be estimated for the oriented films.

1.2.3 Circular Dichroism

Following is a brief introduction to circular dichroism, which is largely based on,

and contains text from several text books. 50,51'52,53,54

The result of the interaction of polarized light with optically active molecules is

known as circular dichroism.50"53'55 In a linearly polarized light beam all photons have

their electric field, E, oscillating in the same plane, whereas in a circularly polarized light

beam the electric field vector retains constant magnitude in time, but traces out a helix

around the propagation direction (Figure 1.6). Linearly polarized light can be depicted as

the superposition of the right and left components of circularly polarized light which

have the same amplitude and the same phase.

+ E, E,

A

A A A A

\NL/
J
/

.sJ
Figure 1.6. Schematic representation' of a) linearly polarized light and b) right

component ofthe circularly polarized light.

Circular dichroism (CD) is a form of light spectroscopy which measures the

difference in the absorption, A, of left and right circularly polarized light when (linearly

polarized) light interacts with for instance a chiral molecule.
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a b

û
Figure 1.7. Schematic representation33 of a) plane polarized light resolved in two

circularly polarized components, Ej and Er When the polarized light interacts with an

optically inactive media the recombination of the left and right circularly polarized

components of the out coming light will give linearly polarized light whose electric

vector, E(), remains unchanged with respect to the incident axis, b) Upon interaction of
the polarized light with an optically active medium if for example, the right polarized

component is absorbed more (is less intense) than the left circularly polarized

component, the electrical vector of the outcoming light will follow an elliptical path,
corresponding to an ellipticallypolarized light.

Upon interaction of polarized electromagnetic waves with optically active

molecules the right and left polarized components of the light will travel at different

speeds in the chiral medium (different refractive indices), and moreover in the presence

of a chromophore (absorbing group in a chiral molecule) they will be absorbed to a

different extent as results of the fact that the extinction coefficients of the two

components will no longer be the same. The total electric vector projection, Eq, will then

oscillate in a plane which will be rotated by an angle, a, due to the interaction with the

chiral medium and which will describe an ellipse while propagating, i.e. the incoming

polarized light has become elliptically polarized (Figure 1.7b). A CD spectrum is thus a

result of a small difference between the absorbance of the right and left components of

linearly polarized light. Thus, an optical active medium has a rotatory power and a CD

effect is a unique physical property of a chiral medium.

In order to understand the origin of the rotatory power of a chiral medium

according to a model described by Drude54 the absorption of light by an optically active

medium involves the motion of a photon along a helical path. When an electromagnetic
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wave interacts with a molecule, electronic transitions take place because either the

electric field or the magnetic field component of the radiation promote the electrons

present in the molecules from a stationary electronic state to another (the excited state).

The displacement of charge due to the interaction with the electric field component is

called electron dipole transition moment and is denoted with p..

The electric field causes a linear rearrangement of the electrons in a molecule. In

contrast to the linear effect of the electric field, the magnetic field induces a circular

rearrangement of the electron density in the molecule. The resultant circulation of charge

is called the magnetic dipole transition (m). The rotational strength, R, which is

indicative of the intensity of the transition from a ground state i to an excited state / is

given by the scalar product of the electrical dipole moment u. and the magnetic dipole

moment m as follows:

R = [lij. mu Eq- 0-11)

Once the symmetry of the chiral molecule is assigned according to the group theory-2 the

the electronic transitions (which are allowed or forbidden as described by the selection

rules of the group theory") that can occur upon interaction with light can be

schematically divided in three groups: a) electric allowed, magnetic forbidden; magnetic

allowed, electric forbidden, b) electric and magnetic allowed, but p.jj and m^

perpendicular; c) electric and magnetic allowed, but \i}] and 7w,y parallel." A chiroptical

transition will then take place according to Equation 1.11, if the scalar product of the

dipole moment p. and the magnetic dipole m is different from zero, and this occurs if the

electric and magnetic transitions moments are not orthogonal. The majority of the

studied chiral molecules belong to the group (a). A minor number belongs to the third

group.

The nature and characteristics of the observed optical activity in a chiral medium

depends on the nature of the chromophore. The chromophore can, in fact, be chiral itself

(inherently chiral), or it ca be achiral (inherently achiral). In the first case the CD can

derive from the coupling of given electric allowed transitions with the chiral orientation
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of the chromophore. In the second case, optical activity originates because the electric or

magnetic moment of the electric transition is influenced by the presence of a chiral

group. An example of this kind of mechanism of optical activity can be the optical

activity of molecular assemblies which are composed of chiral and non-chiral units.

This kind of optical activity is also called "induced optical activity" and is the same kind

of optical activity observed in the Magnus' salts derivatives presented in this work. In the

case of the Magnus' salts reported hereafter, the CD spectra originate from the influence

of different chiral side groups on the magnetic allowed (electric forbidden) dz2-pz

transition between platinum atoms of adjacent coordination units.

Since the CD effect is based on the difference in the absorption of polarized light,

it can be described as:

CD = A£ =(£,.-£,) Eq.(1.12)

where Ae is the amplitude of the Cotton Effect (CE), and corresponds to the difference in

the absorption of the right- (er) and left- (£|) handed extinction coefficient of the incident

polarized light, observed in correspondence of the absorption band of the chromophore

(Figure 1.8.) The anisotropy factors gabs, which give the extent of the CD effect, are

defined as #ahs = Ae/e, i.e. the ratio between the amplitude of the CD (Ae) and the

unpolarized UV/Vis absorption extinction coefficient (e) of the chromophore. In a chiral

molecule the electron rearrangement during a transition is always helical.

A chiral molecule has not a congruent mirror images and also any arrangement of

its electron will not have one either, i.e the electrons in a chiral molecule are distributed

in a helical form. Since chiral structures have electron distributions with different

handiness, any molecule could have a positive and a negative CD signal.
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Ae

Figure 1.8. Representation59 of the a) positive and negative circular dichroism

absorption spectrum showing the amplitude of the CD absorption and b) UV. Vis

absorption spectrum.

For example if the helical distribution of the electron is right-handed the helical

motion of the electrons in the chiral molecule is induced more easily by the left circularly

polarized light (more absorbed) than by right circularly polarized light and a positive CD

is observed, i.e. Ae > 0 (Figure 1.8a). When the right component of the circularly

polarized light is preferentially absorbed, a negative CD, i.e. Ae < 0
,
will result (Figure

1.8b).

In the case of the induced CD,59 (i.e. when two or more strongly absorbing

chromophores A and B are located nearby in space), as for the Magnus' salt derivatives,

the sign of the Cotton effect is essentially generated from the splitting of energy level of

the excited state of the chiral molecule, in two different energy levels due to dipole-

dipole interactions between two chromophores that are present in the molecule (Figure

1.9). This leads to a CD spectrum with two component Cotton effects of opposite signs

which are separated by the Davydov splitting (AX.) which is the energy gap between the

exited states of the chromophores (Figure 1.9).
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chromophore A

local excitation
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splitting x

energy,''''

excitation system

B*

excited state

Bn
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Figure 1.9. Schematic representation of a system with two chromophores A and B

within the same chiral molecule. Local excitations are shown for the chromophores in

their locally excited states (A* or B*). The electronic excitation (which the molecule

undergo upon interaction with the light), is delocalized between the two chromophores
and the excited state (excitation) is split due to the interaction ofthe electrical transition

moments ofthe two chromophores.

The wavelength dependence of the optical rotation Ae, is indicated as optical

rotatory dispersion or ORD (Figure 1.10a). In correspondence of the absorption band of

a chromophore the ORD (first derivative of the UV-Vis absortpion band) will exhibit an

anomalous dispersion the Cotton effect (second derivative) (Figure 1.10b), which derives

from the two split absorption bands (Figure 1.10b). If the chirality of the transition

moment observed is clockwise or positive, the CD spectra become bisignate or split in

two components, and shows for example for a right handed helical arrangement a

positive Cotton Effect ((+) CE)) and for a left handed arrangement a negative Cotton

Effect ((-) CE)). The distance between the two component CD curves (curves traced with

dashed lines) of opposite sign is the Davydov splitting. This split gives indication of the

interactions of the excited states, the so-called exciton coupling of the excited state, of

the chromophores.
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Figure 1.10. Representation ofa) the optical rotatory dispersion spectrum, b) circular

dichroism absorption spectrum showing the opposite signs of the Cotton effect and the

the amplitude ofthe Cotton effect, and c) UV/Vis absorption spectrum.

1.2.4. Electrostatic spinning of Magnus' salts derivatives

The description of the electrostatic spinning process in this section has been based

on several scientific articles ' and text has been quoted from Shin et al.

A number of processes are known for the production of polymer fibers, such as

melt spinning, dry spinning or wet spinning.60 A particular process for the formation of

polymer fibers is electrostatic spinning. This methods allows the formation of fibers with

diameter in the submicron scale60 through the action of an electric field which acts on a
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Positive electrode

Glass capillary

Platinum compound solution

Jet of the solution

Collector

Negative ground electrode

Figure 1.11. Schematic representation of the electrospinning set-up. In this work

platinum-compound solutions were inserted into the glass capillary. High voltages,

typically 5kV to 20 kVwere applied.

polymer solution, in contrast to the other conventional methods in which the driving

force for the formation of the fibers is always a mechanical pressure. With electrostatic

spinning, fibers with diameters ranging from 10 to 500 pm are obtained. In the last years

the application of this relatively old spinning method61"64 for polymer fiber formation

has received great attention from an experimental as well as from a theoretical point of

view.65"69 The spinning process is quite easy to perform, in fact, as shown in Figure 1.11,

it requires a simple set-up. The apparatus comprises a glass capillary pipette filled with a

(polymeric) solution, which is in contact to a power source through a copper wire (the

positive electrode). The ground negative electrode is a metal plate. The formed fibers are

collected on to the metal plate. Initially, a drop of the polymer solution will form at the

end of the glass capillary. This drop is stabilized by a surface tension force. Application

of an electric field to the polymer solution will cause charge of the solution and

consequently, deformation of the drop of the material present at the end of the glass

capillary. When a critical value of the electric field is reached, fibers are formed and

ejected since the force of the electric field will overcome the surface tension force. In

order to produce fibers or filaments of a polymeric material a relative viscous solution of

the polymer is required. The increased solubility of Magnus's salt derivatives

[Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4], with eh = (7^-2-ethylhexyl and
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dmoc = /,S^-3.7-dimethyioctyl made the manufacturing of fibers of these compounds

possible by electrostatic spinning from toluene solutions.

1.2.5 Field-effect transistors (FET's)

Following is a brief description of the basic fuctioning of a field-effect transistors

based on polymeric semiconducting materials. The author relied on and quoted text from

different texts books and scientific articles.72"75

A transistor is an electronic device made with semiconducting materials, which is

the basic element of an electronic circuit. There are two t>pe of transistors: bipolar

junction transistors and field-effect transistor (FET's). The FET's are used only in

integrated circuits, whereas bipolar junction transistors are used as discrete devices and

in integrated circuits. A transistor can perform two functions: it can ampliiy an electrical

signal and it can be used as a switch, since the device has two separated states which

correspond to ON and OFF conditions. The use of a transistor in integrated circuits as a

switch is fundamental in that it allows the circuits to process and store signals.70

- semiconductoï

- insulator/Sid

- - gate electrode

Figure LI2. Schematic representation of n field-effect transistor in a so called top

configuration

A representation of a FET device is presented in Figure 1.12. The basic scheme of

an FET comprises a metal electrode, the gate, an insulalor layer, a semiconductive thin

film (here a p-type semiconductor) as the conductive channel, on top of which there are

two parallel electrodes, the source and drain electrodes (n-type regions) which are
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separated from each other by a distance "called channel length" /. (am). This transistor

architecture is known as "top contact" configuration.

The most common type of field-effect transistor is the MOSFET. where MOS

stands for metal-oxide-scmiconductor. The name MOSFET is derived from the fact that

the metal contact above the gate region is separated from the semiconductor substrate by

a thin oxide layer, usually silicon dioxide, which acts as an electrical insulator.70'71 Two

independent voltages can be applied to a field-effect transistor: one applied across the

insulator, the gale voltage f'„ serves to create charges at the insulator/semiconductor

interface, and a second bias applied between source and drain electrodes l\cl drives the

charges induced by the first bias to flow from one électrode to the other. When no

voltage is applied between the drain and source electrode (f'v/= 0) (/,,/= 0) the transistor

is in the OFF state (Figure 1.13a). In this specific case no current (or a very small

residual current) is present between the source and drain electrode at a certain gate

voltage. Usually, in this state the presence of a residual current is due to impurities in the

semiconductor material used as active layer.

b

S i Sil
f

Vsl(= 0, IM,=- 0 (V
,

> 0 V): OFF \\d> 0. I,d> 0 (V_ > 0 V) ON

Figure 1.13 Schematic representation of a field-effect transistor (EhI), u) n hen a

positive voltage is applied to the gate (\'„j, positive charge carriers (holes) m u p-lype

semiconductor are repelled from the surface, and the electrons ore attracted to the

surface. />) When the gate voltage exceeds the threshold value, an inversion layer is

created near the surface creating a conducting channel in the semiconducting liner

between the source and the dram, with the consequent formation of the current /v/

regulated by the source-drain voilage l\(/.

a
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The ON state is on the contrary characterized by a net flow of current from the source to

the drain electrode at given gate voltage V When, for example, a positive voltage is

applied to the gate, the electrons in a p-type semiconductor will be repelled from the

semiconductor surface, whereas the positive charge carriers (holes) will start to migrate

to the semiconducting surface (Figure 1.13) with a consequent formation of an

accumulation layer of positive charge carriers. When the gate voltage reaches a critical

value, the so-called threshold voltage, there will be a region close to the surface in which

the concentration of holes (positive charge carriers) will exceed the concentration of

electrons (negative charge carriers). This region is called the inversion layer. If a voltage

is applied between the source and drain electrodes, such, for example, that the drain is

made positive respect to the sources VS(I > 0, than the inversion layer provides a path for

the conduction of holes from the source to the drain creating the so-called source-drain

current Isd. The source-drain current (lsd) will be maintained as long as a voltage will be

applied between the source and drain electrodes. The ease with which the electrons will

flow from one electrode (the source) to the other (the drain) will depend on the size and

shape of the semiconducting channel, and more importantly on the properties of the

semiconducting material itself. The voltage applied across the gate and source electrodes

allows to control the Isd current between the source and the drain. The FET device is in

the ON state. In a more simple picture, an FET can be viewed as a capacitor where one

plate consist of a metal electrode, the gate, and the other plate is the semiconducting thin

film, with an insulating layer between them. In other words through the application of a

positive voltage to the source electrode, positive charges are injected on the

semiconductor side of the capacitor and these charge will migrate from the source to the

drain (negative pole of the capacitor) giving rise to a net current Isd, which will vary with

the applied gate voltages (Figure 1.13b).

In order to derive information about charge carrier mobilities in semiconductive

polymeric materials the performance of an FET is generally visualized by plotting its

drain current Isd versus the source-source voltage VsdfoT various gate voltages Vg. This is

called the output characteristic of the device. It shows how the drain-source current, Isd,

varies with the applied source-drain voltage Vsd for a series of gate voltages Vg. A set of

this curves is displayed in Figure 1.14 for one of the compounds presented in this work,

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4). The curves can be divided in two regimes.
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Figure 1.14. Current-voltage output characteristics ofafield-effect transistor (FET) in

which the active layer is fPt(NHyimoc)4jfPtCl4]for various source-drain voltages (see

Chapter 8).

When the gate voltage has not reached the threshold value, the current Ixd does not

vary with the drain-source voltage. At low drain voltage, the current /^follows Ohm's

law and is proportional to Vxd. This is the linear regime that is described with Equation

1.13 for small applied voltages
71

M Vg) =
^-^

• \Lfei( Vg, Vsd) • ( Vg - Vo )2 Eq. (1.13)

where Ids is the drain-source current, W (pm) and L (p-m) are the channel width and the

channel length, respectively, \ißt is the field-effect mobility, C, is the capacitance per unit

area of the insulating layer, and V„ and V0 are the gate and threshold voltages, (whose

difference is equal to the Vsd voltage). As the gate voltage V increases the device enters

the saturation regime where the drain current Isd becomes independent of the source-

drain bias. Estimation of the charge carrier mobilities in semiconducting materials is

made in the saturation regime.
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Equation 1.14 is used to estimate the field-effect mobility ]Xfet in the saturation

71-72
regime:

ahd(Vg)

dVsd

C<W
Wt(V8,Vsd)-(Vg-Vo) Eq. (1.14)

Another way to characterize an FET is to plot the drain current Isd as a function of

the gate voltage V^ at a constant source-drain bias, F^as exemplary shown in Figure

1.15. This representation is also referred to as transfer characteristic, and is useful for an

application in which the FET is used as a control switch. It gives access, in fact, to

another important parameter, the ON-OFF ratio, that is the ratio between the drain

current, Isd, at a given gate voltage, Vg, to I0 the current at zero gate voltage, V0. The ON-

OFF ratio measures the efficiency of the switch.

10" n

10'H

_^ io-8H
V = - 40 V

10B-

10" I""

-40
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—i—
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—i—

10

Vg(V)

Figure 1.15. Transfer characteristics of a field-effect transistor (FET) in which the

active layer is fPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] for two different source-drain voltages (see

Chapter 8).
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1.3 Scope of the Thesis

The aim of this thesis was the design and synthesis of processable Magnus' salt

derivatives with attractive electrical and optical properties, through judicious choice of

the ligands employed and to demonstrate their use as active components in simple

electronic devices.

The use of linear and branched alkyl side chains in the synthesis of Magnus' salt

derivatives has allowed to increase the solubility of these materials and therefore to

enlarge the range of possible processing methods. Unfortunately none of these soluble

materials presented so far showed interesting electronic properties (semiconductivity or

conductivity) due to their large interatomic Pt-Pt platinum distances caused by the steric

hindrance of the side groups. In order to try to overcome this problem one of, the first

objective of this thesis was the synthesis of a novel platinum complex with significantly

reduced Pt-Pt distance. The chiral, branched amino ligand (5>3,7-dimethyloctyl (dmoc)

was used in order to examine the influence of stereo-regular branched side groups on the

arrangement of the platinum units. The synthesized novel soluble semiconducting

complex [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] reported in Chapter 2, shows that this compound is

indeed analogous to the original insoluble Magnus' green salt, [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4].

The incorporation of chiral side chains Magnus' salt derivatives triggered the

possibility of synthesizing supramolecular platinum structures with chiral optical

properties. Chirality was induced in Magnus' salts derivatives of the type

[Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] with optically active alkyl groups of the type (S)-5,7-dimethyloctyl

or (7?)-2-efhylhexyl (eh). The optical properties of these compounds, detected with

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, resulted to be outstanding for metal complexes as

reported in Chapter 3.

Analogously to many polymeric materials, Magnus' salt derivatives were

processed into fibers with a length up to 30 cm. Fibers of [Pt(NH2eh)4J[PtCl4] and

|Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] were manufactured via electrostatic spinning. This is a simple

method, but which is influenced by many experimental parameters on which the
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morphology of the fibers depend. Processing and characterization of such fibers is

presented in Chapter 4.

The application of the synthesized semiconducting Magnus' salts derivatives in

simple electronic devices required structurally ordered materials. This requirement was

accomplished with alignment of these materials onto quartz glass slides covered with

uniaxially oriented layer of ca. 40 nm poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) via a surprisingly

simple solution processing method. Magnus' salts derivatives (LPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

and [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] crystallized on the pre-oriented substrates forming highly

ordered thin films, with pronounced anisotropy in the electrical and optical properties as

shown in Chapter 5.

Information about the mobility of charge carriers is of importance for applications

of semiconducting materials and, hence, mobility studies were performed on Magnus'

salt derivatives. Charge carrier mobilities of a series of Magnus' salt derivatives were

measured by pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity techniques (PR-

TRMC) at different temperatures, as well as flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave

conductivity (FP-TRMC) as discussed in Chapter 6. Results of charge carrier mobility

studies on oriented thin films are presented and discussed in Chapter 7.

The envisioned application of the semiconducting Magnus' salt derivative was

realized by using thin films of |Pt(NH2dmoc)4]|PtCl4| as active layer in field-effect

transistors. The remarkable properties of the prepared devices as well as a more general

discussion about the above described complex are presented in Chapter 8.

In Chapter 9 of this work additional synthesis and the characterization of Magnus'

salt derivatives with linear as well as with bidentate ligands are presented. Moreover a

description of layer-by-layer deposition on smooth surfaces of the Magnus' salt

compound is reported.

Finally in Chapter 10 general conclusions, outlook and some suggestions for the

future work are presented.
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2. A Soluble Equivalent of the Supramolecular, Quasi-One-

Dimensional, Semiconducting Magnus' Green Salt

2.1 Introduction

Supramolecular quasi-one-dimensional structures comprising a backbone of metal

atoms have found attention in particular in the field of electrical conductivity1"5 and also

in the areas of low-dimensional magnetism6,7 and non-linear optics.8,9 One of the most

investigated among such compounds is Magnus' green salt, [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] (Figure

2.1a), which was first synthesized and correctly chemically analyzed almost 200 years

ago.10'11 X-ray crystal structure analysis revealed that the structure of Magnus' green

salt involves a backbone of linearly arranged platinum atoms separated by 3.23-3.25

Â. "

The formation of the supramolecular arrangement is a result mainly of

electrostatic attraction between the alternately stacked square planar [P^NH^]2"1" and

[PtCl4] moieties.15"17 The green color of this Magnus' salt is very uncommon for

platinum(II) compounds and arises as a consequence of the relatively short Pt-Pt

distances in the quasi-one-dimensional structure.1,1, These features also are the

origin of the semiconducting properties of Magnus' green salt.21"30 Unfortunately,

Magnus' green salt and its isostructural derivative |Pt(NH2CH3)4][PtCl4J
12>13-31<32

are

largely insoluble in water or common organic solvents, which severely restricts

characterization and processing of such materials into useful objects.

Only recently, it has been found that increased solubility and associated

processability can be achieved by introduction of flexible side groups to the rigid

metallic backbone.33,34 These complexes of the type [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] with R ranging

from heptyl to tetradecyl are, however, pink and electrically insulating as a result of an

'il

increased Pt-Pt spacing."
" Indeed, it has been stated earlier that pink compounds with

intermetallic distances well above those in Magnus' green salt will always be obtained

when R is an alkyl group containing more than one carbon atom, due to steric

hindrance.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation ofthe structure ofa) Magnus
'

green salt and b) of
the soluble equivalent green fPt(NHydmoc)4ffPtC.l4] compound.

In the following, we demonstrate that this view is not correct and present the synthesis

and materials properties of a soluble, semiconducting green derivative with R = (S)-3,l-

dimethyloctane (Figure 2.1b).

2.2 Experimental Section

Chemical Substances. K2[PtCl4] was obtained from Johnson Matthew, Zürich

(Switzerland); the other substances (including solvents) were purchased from Fluka,

Buchs (Switzerland), or Aldrich, Buchs (Switzerland) and used as received. Magnus'
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green salt and tetrakis(l-aminooctane)platinum(II)tetrachloroplatinate(II) were prepared

according to the literature.33

Characterization. The elemental contents of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and

chlorine were analyzed by the microelemental service of the Laboratorium für

Organische Chemie of ETH Zürich. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed with equipment from Netzsch (TG 209 and

DSC 200, respectively) under nitrogen atmosphere at heating rates of 10 °C/min if not

otherwise indicated. IR spectra were taken with CsCl pellets on a Bruker IFS 66v

spectrometer, UV/VIS spectra on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer, and

wide-angle X-ray diffraction (W-XRD) patterns on a Siemens D 5000 using Cu-Ka

radiation of 154 pm wavelength. For optical microscopy, a Leica DMRX microscope

equipped with two polarizers and a Mettler Toledo FP82 HT hot stage was used. GC-MS

measurements were performed on a Shimadzu GC/MS-QP5000, and the related masses

are given in g/mol. 'H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature

on a Varian Gemini 300 or a Varian Mercury 400 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts in

NMR spectra are given in ppm (Ö) relative to tetramethylsilane. Abbreviations used for

the description of the spectra are: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet and br =

broad. For the determination of the electrical resistance, pressed pellets of 10 mm

diameter and 2 mm thickness were enclosed in a Teflon® cylinder equipped with

electrodes contacting both sides of the pellets. The temperature of the measurement

system was varied by immersing the Teflon® cylinder in a hot sand bath or by placing

the cylinder in a Dewar vessel filled with ice or dry ice-solvent mixtures. The

temperature was measured within the Teflon cylinder at a distance of 1.5 mm from one

of the electric contacts. The electrical resistance was determined with a Keithley 237

source measure unit after a constant temperature was established.

Synthesis of f5)-l-amino-3,7-dimethyIoctane. 5 g (32.4 mmol) (5y-citronellal

and 2.54 g (36.0 mmol) hydroxylamine hydrochloride were mixed in 50 ml water and

stirred for 30 min. Sodium carbonate (2.04 g, 19.2 mmol) in 30 ml water was added

dropwise and the resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h. After extraction with diethyl

ether, drying with MgS04 and evaporation in vacuo, 4.9 g (89

%) f$-3,7-dimethyloct-6-enal oxime were obtained as a colorless oil in a 1:1 ratio of
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isomers. 'H NMR: Isomer I: Ô 0.96 (t, 3H, CHCHX J = 6.6 Hz), 1.4 (m, 2H, CH), 1.61

(s, 3H, =CCH3), 1.69 (s, 3H, =CC//3), 1.7 (m, 1H, CH), 2.0 (m, 2H, CH), 2.3 (m, 2H,

C772CH=N), 5.1 (m, 1H, CH=C), 7.43 (t, 1H, CH=COH, J = 6.6 Hz), 9.1 (s, br, 1H,

CH=COT7). Isomer II: 0.96 (t, 3H, CHCHX J = 6.6 Hz), 1.4 (m, 2H, CH), 1.61 (s, 3H,

=CCH3), 1.69 (s, 3H, =CC//3), 1.7 (m, 1H, CH), 2.0 (m, 2H, CH), 2.3 (m, 2H,

C//2CH-N), 5.1 (m, 1H, CH=C), 6.75 (t, 1H, CH=COH, J = 5.4 Hz), 8.9 (s, br, 1H,

CH=C0/7), GC-MS: C,0H19NO (MW 169.26 g/mol), two peaks: 169 IM|+, 154 |M-

CH3J+.

^-3,7-Dimethyloct-6-enal oxime (4 g, 23.6 mmol) was catalytically

hydrogenated in 15 ml ethanol in the presence of Pd/C (10%, 0.3 g) using a Parr

apparatus. When no more H2 was consumed, the catalyst was filtered and the filtrate was

evaporated in vacuo yielding (Sy-3,7-dimethyloctanal oxime in quantitative yield as a 1:1

ratio of isomers. !H NMR: Isomer I: 0.87 (d, 6H, C(CH3)2, J = 6.6 Hz), 0.88 (d, 3H,

CHC//3, J = 6.6 Hz), 1.2 (m, 4H, CH), 1.6 (m, 4H, CH), 2.3 (m, 2H, C772CH=N). 7.43 (t,

1H, C//=COH, J = 6.6 Hz), 8.8 (s, br, 2H CH=COH). Isomer II: 0.87 (d, 6H, C(CH3)2, J

= 6.6 Hz), 0.88 (d, 3H, CHC#3, J = 6.6 Hz), 1.2 (m, 4H, CH), 1.6 (m, 4H, CH), 2.3 (m,

2H, Cr72CH=N), 6.75 (t, 1H, GrY=COH, J = 5.4 Hz), 13C NMR: (two isomers) 19.85,

20.13, 22.87, 22.96, 24.98, 25.03, 28.22, 31.24, 31.79, 32.43, 36.80, 37.13, 27.35, 37.44,

39.30, 39.40, 39.43,151.61, 152.05. GC-MS: C10H21NO (171.28 g/mol), two peaks: 171

|MJ+, 156[M-CH3]+.

A solution of 2.0 g (12.8 mmol) (2^-3,7-dimethyloctanal oxime in 40 ml anhydrous

diethyl ether was added to a stirred suspension of 0.97 g (25.5 mmol) lithium aluminium

hydride in 20 ml diethyl ether. The mixture was heated under reflux for 18 h. After

cooling to room temperature, the reaction mixture was treated first with humid diethyl

ether and then with water. The diethyl ether layer was decanted, dried and evaporated in

vacuo. After distillation (0.66 mbar, 40 °C), 1.05 g (52 %) (S)-i-am'mo-3,l-

dimethyloctane was obtained as a colorless oil. !H NMR: 0.87 (d, 6H, C(C//3)2, J = 6.6

Hz), 0.88 (d, 3H, CHCH3, J = 6.6 Hz), 1.1 (m, 2H, CH), 1.3 (m, 4H, CH2), 1.5 (m, 2H,

Cr72CH2NH2), 2.7 (m, 2H, C//2NH2). 13C NMR: 19.74, 22.66, 22.76, 24.78, 28.03,

30.57, 37.44, 39.36, 40.20, 41.36. GC-MS: C10H23N (MW 157.29 g/mol), single peak:

157 [Ml+, 142[M-CH3]+.
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H2N

Scheme 2.1. Reaction steps for the synthesis of (S)-I-amino-3,7-dimethyloctane a)

NH2OH/Na2COi; b) Pd/C/H2; c) LiAlH4.

Synthesis of Tetrakis(fS)-l-amino-3,7-dimethyloctane)platinum(II)

tetrachloroplatinate(II). 1 g (2.42 mmol) of K2[PtCl4] was heated in 20 ml of water

under stirring at 60 °C. To this solution, 1.5 ml (9.68 mmol) of (Sj-l-amino-3,7-

dimethyloctane were added and the reaction mixture was stirred at 60 °C. A green

precipitate that formed after ca. 5 min dissolved after ca. 30 min. After 1 h, the reaction

mixture, which consisted of a yellow organic phase and a clear aqueous phase, was

allowed to cool to room temperature. Thereafter, 1 g (2.42 mmol) of K2[PtCl4] in 10 ml

of water was added. After ca. 30 min, a green product formed. 50 ml toluene were mixed

into the suspension and the green precipitate completely dissolved after heating to 70 °C.

The solution was removed from the heating bath and 100 ml hexane were added,

whereupon a green product precipitated again. The mixture was filtered through a

Teflon filter (pore diameter 1 p,m) and the remaining solids were washed with 30 ml

hexane and dried at 10" mbar for 24 h. A yield of 63 % was obtained. The elemental

analysis revealed the following contents (in % w/w, calculated values in parenthesis): C

41.56 (41.52), H 7.77 (7.67), N 4.64 (4.84), CI 12.50 (12.26). Additional analytical data

are discussed in the text below.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Synthesis of [Pt(NH2dnioc)4][PtCl4]. The synthesis of the ligand f^-1-amino-

3,7-dimethyloctane (dmoc) was started from f^-citronellal which was first converted to
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Figure 2.2. UV Vis spectrum ofa [Pt(NH2dmoc)4JfPtCl4Jfilm depositedfrom solution

on quartz glass.

the f$-3,7-dimethyloct-6-enal oxime with hydroxylamine hydrochloride (Scheme 2.1).

It appeared not to be trivial to reduce the double bond and the oxime functionality of this

intermediate in one step with lithium aluminium hydride. Therefore, the oxime

derivative was first catalytically hydrogenated in the presence of Pd/C and subsequently

reduced with lithium aluminium hydride to yield the desired amine; the latter was

converted with K2[PtCl4] to yield lPt(NH2dmoc)4]Cl2. Finally, |Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

was obtained as a pure compound (cf. elemental analysis in the Experimental section) by

reaction of K2[PtCl4] and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4JCl2.

Solid State Properties. Remarkably, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4||PtCl4| exhibited the

unusual color of Magnus' green salt. This finding is in contrast to the expectations in the

literature" and to the pink color of the previously reported Magnus' salt derivatives with

alkyl chains containing more than one carbon atom. The UV/Vis spectrum (Figure 2.2)

of solid [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] deposited on quartz glass from toluene solution showed

a pronounced absorption maximum (Xmax) at a wavelength of 310 nm. For comparison, a
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UV peak at 290 nm has been reported for the green [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4J compounds with

R = H or R = methyl, while the pink complexes with R = ethyl or R = octyl absorb at

1 ft 'X'X

251 and 255 nm (the latter in solution), respectively. ' It appears that a band around

300 nm occurs only if the Pt-Pt distances are short enough to allow intermetallic

interactions between the coordination units, and accordingly this band was attributed to a

transition of the dzi orbital of the [PtCl4]2~ to thepz orbital of the [Pt(NH2R)4]2+ unit.13

A smaller, broad peak in [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J around 450 nm was assigned to d-d

transitions.

fPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J was biréfringent when observed under crossed polarizers,

indicating the crystalline nature of the solid, which was confirmed by powder X-ray

diffraction (Figure 2.3).

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34

28 [°]

Figure 2.3. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtC.l4f.

In contrast to the simple diffraction pattern of [PtfN^oc^JfPtC^] (oc = octyl)

33
which is consistent with a sheet-like arrangement of platinum arrays,'

- the pattern of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] was more complex. The unit cell which could be best fitted to
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this diffraction pattern and complementary selected area electron diffraction pattern

results is monoclinic (space group P2/1) with the parameters a = 23.4 Â, b = 20.7 Â, c -

6.2 Â, and y = 92°. Here, the c axis represents the monoclinic axis and the orientation

axis of the platinum arrays. The resulting Pt-Pt distance corresponds to c/2, i.e. 3.1 Â.

Table 2.1. IR Frequencies (in cm'1) ofMagnus
'

green salt and related compounds; oc

- octyl, dmoc - (S)-3,7-dimethyloctyl.

Compound v(N-H) v(C-H) 8(NH2)
2

y(CH2) v(Pt-N) v(Pt-Cl)

500 311

625 303

[Pt(NH3)4lfPtCl4l 3274

3135

1631

1580

|Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl] 3236 2956 1569 1467 727

3193 2926

2868

1597 1383

1366

LPt(NH2oc)4][PtCl4] 3210 2957 1588 1467 723

3132 2923
1378

605 319
1378

2853

K2[PtCl4] 323

Table 2.1 contains infrared (IR) frequencies of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and, for

comparison, of Magnus' green salt and [Pt(NH2oc)4l|PtCl4]. The signals associated with

the amine and alkyl groups were clearly visible and appeared in the expected regions.

The Pt-N stretching vibrations were weak in all compounds, and v(Pt-N) of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4UPtCl4J (625 cm ') was shifted by 20 cm"1 to higher frequencies

compared to that of [Pt(NH2oc)4HPtCl4j (605 cm"1). The Pt-Cl stretching vibration of

|Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] appeared at 303 cm"1, which is exceptionally low compared to

the frequencies of unperturbed vibrations in tetrachloroplatinates(II) (close to 320 cm"1).

Such differences appear to indicate proximity between adjacent coordination units.

Therefore, besides color and UV spectra, IR spectra also indicate that the Pt-Pt distance

in [Pt(NH2dmoc)4lfPtCl4l is shorter than in lPt(NH2oc)4JLPtCl4] where the Pt-Cl

stretching vibration (319 cm"1) is in the common range of tetrachloroplatinate(II). For

comparison, v(Pt-Cl) in Magnus' green salt (311 cm" ) also arises outside of the common

range of tetrachloroplatinate(II).33
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The thermal behavior of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] was studied with differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). As previously

reported for [Pt(NH2oc)4][PtCl4l,33 the TGA and DSC thermograms of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] depended similarly strong on the heating rate. The results below

refer to experiments carried out at a heating rate of 10 °C if not otherwise stated. In the

temperature range between -80 and 200 °C, the DSC thermogram showed an irreversible

transition upon heating at 163 °C which was due to simultaneous melting and

decomposition, as evident from optical microscopy. This decomposition temperature

decreased linearly with the heating rate in the range of 1-10 °C/min, and extrapolation to

a heating rate of 0 °C/min resulted in a decomposition temperature of 134 °C. Mass loss

in thermogravimetric analysis began at ca. 180 °C. The residual mass remained constant

at 40.0 % of the original mass at temperatures exceeding 230 °C. This is above the

initially present platinum content of 33.7 %, as also observed in other complexes of the

type [Pt(NH2R)4]fPtCl4l, and is probably due to the formation of platinum compounds

instead of metallic platinum.33

The DC resistance of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J was measured with two contacts

clamped on each side of pressed pellets of 2 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter. An

electrical resistance of 1 MQ was found at room temperature, resulting in a conductivity

of 1.6-10"7 S/cm. The same resistance was obtained from impedance measurements in

the frequency range of 1 -100 MHz. The independency of the resistance on the frequency

agrees with the behavior of a band type semiconductor where the charge carriers are

relatively mobile in the applied field. - - The electrical conductivity followed the

expression

k T

G = a0e
B

Eq. (2.1)

where a is the electrical conductivity, o0 an arbitrary constant, Ea the activation energy,

kB Boltzmann's constant, and Tthe temperature (in K).
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Figure 2.4. Plot ofthe logarithm ofthe conductivity (a) of[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] as a

function ofthe inverse temperature (T).

Such dependence of the conductivity on the temperature is characteristic for

semiconductors with a single thermally activated conduction process in the observed

temperature interval,22 and, accordingly, a logarithmic representation of the conductivity

versus the inverse temperature resulted in a straight line (Figure 2.4). From its slope an

activation energy of 0.24 eV was calculated for fPt(NH2dmoc)||PtCl4J, which is in the

range of the values reported for Magnus' green salt (0.1-0.4 eV).22"24,26

The differences in Pt-Pt distances appear to be closely related to the electrical

conductivity of the various Magnus' salt derivatives. While the conductivity of

33 v-10
[Pt(NH2oc)4HPtCl4] was earlier reported5-3 to be below 10"1U S/cm, for

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and Magnus' green salt values of respectively 1.610" S/cm and

v61.5-10 S/cm were found in pressed samples in this work. The latter value agrees with

that previously published for single crystals of Magnus' green salt.21 Higher values of up

v2
to 10" S/cm were also found for Magnus' green salt,

22,24,26,35 but those appear to

originate in the presence of impurities
23-25,35
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Solutions. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4lfPtCl4] was insoluble in cold and hot acetone, water, or

methanol. The platinum complex dissolved, however, in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and

dimethyl formamide (DMF), but decomposed within a few hours as indicated by a color

change from green to yellow. Stable, green solutions of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J|PtCl4] could be

obtained in toluene, /?-dichlorobenzene, or xylene at 80 °C, or in chloroform or

dichloromethane at their respective boiling temperatures. After evaporation of the

solvents, lPt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4] was recovered, i.e. the complex did not decompose in

those solvents under the applied conditions. Excellent solubility was found in toluene

and xylene; dissolution proceeded slowly at room temperature, while at 80 °C

dissolution was complete within a few minutes. Upon cooling to room temperature,

toluene or xylene solutions containing up to 5 % w/w of the complex remained

homogeneous for a few hours, but then [Pt(NH2dmoc)4] [PtCl4] slowly precipitated. In

chloroform, p-dichlorobenzene and dichloromethane precipitation was relatively fast

upon cooling from the respective boiling temperatures to room temperature. Freshly

prepared solutions in toluene did not show birefringence up to concentrations of 20 % w/

w of lPt(NH2dmoc)4JLPtCl4J. Cooling from 80 °C to - 78 °C did not induce any visible

changes in solutions observed in a microscope for samples in concentrations of 0.1 -1 %

w/w. In the composition range of 2-5 % w/w of the complex, the solutions separated in a

solvent and a gel-like phase upon cooling from 80 °C to room temperature. A

homogeneous solution was obtained again when the samples were heated to 80 °C.

At concentrations of 5-50 % w/w of the complex a single, solid-like phase

appeared upon cooling to -78 °C. Upon heating to 80 °C, a viscous solution formed,

which again solidified upon cooling to -78 °C. Observations in the polarizing

microscope revealed that gelation/crystallization started around -8 °C at concentrations

of 10-50 % w/w and at around -28 °C at concentrations of 1-5 % w/w of the complex

(cooling rate of 10 °C/min). At the respective temperatures, birefringence appeared when

the samples were placed between crossed polarizers, indicating the formation of an

increased order in the samples.
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Figure 2.5. Polarized optical microsc ope images of i n stallized fl'KNH-dinoc }4ffPi{ 't4f
film a) Spheralnine structures upon quenching of a 10 ','» 11 ii IPt(NII^dniocj4f/PtCl4f
solution from 80 "'(' to room temperature, bj hedritic in stals formed after slow

en sialiization from solution

As shown in (he optical micrograph in Figure 2.5a, sphcruliuc structures developed

when a film of a 5 oi 10 '/< w/w IPKNHidmoe^HPlC^I solution was quenched from 80

°C to room tempeiaturc. Alter seveiai days, ihe presence oi hednlic crystals was also

observed (Pmurc 2 5b).
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The number average molecular weight (Mn) of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4] was

determined by vapor-phase osmometry in toluene in the concentration range of 0.1-1.15

% w/w at 70 °C. As noted above, at lower temperatures, |Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] slowly

precipitated. A value for Mn of 9-103 g/mol was found, which corresponds to an average

array of about 16 platinum atoms.

]H NMR spectra in J8-toluene yielded little information. Broad signals with

unresolved couplings of the alkyl groups of the dmoc ligands appeared between 0.9 and

1.8 ppm; a very broad signal at 3.6 ppm was attributed to the C/f2NH2 fragments. This

peak was shifted by 0.9 ppm to lower field compared to free dmoc as a result of the

electron withdrawing effect of the Pt2+ ions.

2.4 Conclusions

Compounds of the formula [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4], where R denotes a hydrogen atom

or an alkyl group, can be divided into pink and green compounds.33 The Pt-Pt distances

9n

in the green compounds are considerably shorter than in the pink substances. Indeed, it

90

appears that the green color arises as a consequence of Pt-Pt interactions and that this

color is characteristic only for complexes with Pt-Pt distances below about 3.4 À. So

far such compounds have been obtained only with R = H or methyl, respectively, where

the Pt-Pt spacing is around 3.25 Ä (compared to 3.1 Â estimated for the complex

prepared in this work). It has been suggested that the stacking of the coordination units in

compounds of the type [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] is strongly influenced by electrostatic

interactions between the oppositely charged coordination units and, additionally,

repulsive steric effects,16,33 and it has been concluded that substituents of more than one

carbon atom cause an expansion of the Pt-Pt spacings due to steric hindrance, resulting in

90

pink compounds. We have, however, demonstrated here that this concept is not

generally true since the present [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] exhibits a green color and the

related compound with linear alkyl groups, [Pt(NH2oc)4][PtCl4], is pink. We conclude,

therefore, that the packing of the alkyl groups and not steric hindrance per se dictates the

Pt-Pt distances in the solid state. Based on this finding, it cannot be excluded that

substituted amines might be found which allow the formation of even shorter Pt-Pt

spacings than in Magnus' green salt, ideally down to the length of Pt-Pt bonds (typically
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2.6-2.8 Â),33 which would be of mayor interest in regard to the electrical conductivity of

such compounds.
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3. Ultrahigh Chiral Anisotropy Factors in Quasi-One-

Dimensional Platinum Compounds

3.1 Introduction

Magnus' green salt, [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] and its derivatives of the type

[Pt(L')4][Pt(L~)4l (where L1 and L2 denote the ligands) are prominent representatives of

quasi-one-dimensional structures with a backbone of linearly arranged metal atoms.

The typical Pt-Pt distances in those compounds (3.2-4.0 Â)3 are large compared to those

of Pt-Pt bonds (2.6-2.8 A), and accordingly the contribution of the Pt-Pt bond energy to

the formation of the platinum arrays is minor; for example only 0.8 kJ/mol in Magnus'

green salt. Hence, the linear platinum arrays are believed to form mainly as a

consequence of electrostatic attractions between the alternating oppositely charged

fPt(L')4|2+ and |Pt(L2)4]2~ entities.4"6 Nonetheless, some orbital overlap of neighboring

Pt atoms can still occur4 thus enabling charge transfer transitions between platinum

atoms. * Such transitions in quasi-one-dimensional structures have rarely been

considered as a source of circular dichroism (CD), if at all. In general, CD has been

associated with intrinsically chiral inorganic or organometallic units or with achiral

metal complexes where CD was induced by chiral moieties.9"15 Induction of CD may

proceed via association of optically active molecules in the second coordination sphere

(outer-sphere association, e.g. via hydrogen bonds) '

or via dispersion

interactions ,15,16 where the optically active molecules do not show a preferential

orientation with respect to the coordination sphere.9 CD (or induced CD) has been

observed for intrametal (d-d),9,10'13,17"22 ligand-metal charge transfer (p-d)10,17"23 and

intraligand transitions. Here, we report on induced CD in dz2-pz transitions of Magnus'

salt derivatives of the type [Pt(NH2R)4l[PtCl4| with an optically active alkyl group R,

where R refers to (?^-3,7-dimefhyloctyl (dmoc) or (7^-2-ethylhexyl (eh), respectively

(Figure 3.1).
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hysj y eh

J dmoc

Figure 3.1. Chemical structure of the optical active 1-aminoalkanes usedfor the

preparation ofMagnus
'

salt derivatives with (S)-3,7-dimethyloctyl (dmoc) or (R)-2-

ethylhexyl (eh).

Experimental. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]2[PtCl4] was prepared as described in the Chapter

2 of this work and [Pt(NH2eh)4irPtCl4l analogous to the previously synthesized complex

with racemic 1 -amino-2-ethylhexane. Films for UV spectroscopy and CD

measurements were prepared by dissolution of 5 mg of the platinum complexes in 10 ml

of toluene at 80 °C. 1 ml of the solution was deposited onto a quartz glass slide and the

solvent was allowed to evaporate yielding the desired films. Film thicknesses were

determined with a surface profilometer (Alphastep 200). A Jasco J-600

Spectropolarimeter was employed to record CD spectra and a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900

spectrophotometer for UV/Vis spectra.

3.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.2.a displays the UV spectrum of a [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl41 film (~1 pm

thick), which was dominated by an absorption maximum (A,max) at a wavelength of 310

nm. As mentioned in Chapter 2, this absorption arises from a charge transfer from the

5c/z2 orbital of the Pt atom of the [PtCl4]2" moiety to the 6pz orbital of the Pt atom of the

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4J2+ unit.8,9 In the region of this chromophore, CD spectra revealed strong

signals (Figure 3.2.a, Table 3.1), demonstrating that the optically active dmoc group

indeed induced a difference in the absorption of left and right circular polarized light in

the 5dzi-6pz transition.
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Figure 3.2a. CD (solid line) and UVspectrum (broken line) of[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4f.

Surprisingly, a bisignate Cotton effect was observed with a negative sign at a lower (first

Cotton effect at 314 nm) and a positive sign at higher energy (second Cotton effect at

298 nm); i.e. right circularly polarized light was preferentially absorbed at 314 nm and

left circularly polarized light preferentially at 298 nm. The peak areas associated with the

first and second Cotton effect were nearly equal, and the zero-crossing of the bisignate

signals was close to the absorption maximum of the chromophore. These findings

indicate a strong exciton coupling between the chromophores26,27 with an energy gap-

calculated from the Davydov splitting 26- of 0.21 eV. The absolute values of the chiral

anisotropy factors gabs were approximately 0.1 (Table 3.1).

These values exceed those typically reported for other transition metal complexes

in solution (10"5-2-102, respectively)10,1 '-17d8,20-23,28-48
or in the solid &m^

.,19,-2,45,49
inciuciing induced CD in d-d transitions in Magnus' salt derivatives15,19

(note that in those reports, the 5dz2-6p7 transitions were not mentioned). Rather high

values up to 0,06 have been observed for cobalt(HI) complexes with bidentate

cyclohexane derivatives12,50 and for |Pt(NH3)2(dmbn)l where dmbn denotes 0>3,3-

dimethyl-l,2-butanediamine;51 but also these values are below those of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4].
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It has been derived from theoretical considerations thatgabs values above 0.01 indicate

1 *\

magnetic-dipole-allowed transitions, and accordingly the 5dzi-6pz transitions in

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4J|PtCl4] also belong to this category.

The f7^)-2-ethylhexyl moiety also induced CD in the 5dz2-6pz transition of

[Pt(NH2eh)4|[PtCl4]. Its UV and CD spectra showed similar characteristics to those of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (Figure 3.2.b and Table 3.1). In [Pt(NH2eh)4J[PtCl4|, a strong

UV absorption band appeared at X,max of 292 nm, and a bisignate Cotton effect centered

close to this maximum arose in CD spectra, with the first Cotton effect at 297 nm and the

second at 276 nm. With those values, a Davydov splitting of 0.32 eV was calculated.

The chiral anisotropy factors of the two Cotton effects were also of the order of 0.1

(Table 3.1), like those of |Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4], However, the peak area of the first

Cotton effect in [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] appeared to be smaller than that of the second,

which may indicate a less pronounced exciton chirality in [Pt(NH2eh)4irPtCl4]

compared to that in LPt(NH2dmoc)4]|PtCl4).

o

c
CO
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Table 3.1. Maximum UVabsorption wavelength, kmax(UV) (nm), minima and maxima of
the first and second Cotton effect, X^(CD) and %i(CD) (in nm), and chiral anisotropy

factors (gai,s where gabs
- Ae/E with e the isotropic extinction coefficient and Ae the

difference in the extinction coefficients of left and right circular polarized light) of

different jPt(NH2R)4ffPtCl4] compounds.

optical

property
R = dmoc R = eh

Wuv) 310 292

A,, (CD) 314 297

#abs, 1
-0.11+0.02 -0.11 ±0.02

MCD) 298 276

#abs,2 +0.10 ±0.02 +0.12 ±0.02

The negative sign of the first and the positive sign of the second Cotton effect in

the CD spectra of LPt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4| and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] implies a left-handed

screwness of the electric transition dipole moments of the neighboring chromophores

(negative exciton chirality) in both complexes
26,27

(the same signs of the Cotton effects

here found for both the complexes with dmoc which is present in R configuration and eh

which exists in S configuration are not unusual '). In organic structures, the screwness

is commonly associated with a helical arrangement of the chromophores

themselves.26,27 Since the electric 5dzi-6pz transition is z-polarized,7,8 the bisignate

Cotton effect would -in those terms- imply a left-handed helical arrangement of the

platinum backbone. However, CD spectra of organometalhc compounds might be

regarded as a more direct result of the chirality of the metal-ligand system as a whole

rather than of the individual chromophores, and, therefore, the helical nature of the

present structures may not necessarily derive from a helical platinum backbone.

Interestingly, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and |Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] did not exhibit a

detectable CD in solution (chloroform), in contrast to the typical behavior of other metal

complexes.22,3n>->2,38,39,47,48,54 gjnce jt nas ^een SUggested that the effective asymmetric

induction by a chiral center becomes less effective upon rotational movements between

the chiral center and the chromophore,16 the absence of a CD effect in the dissolved
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complexes is likely to be a result of the enhanced mobility of the chiral alkyl chains in

solution.

3.3 Conclusions

We report here that optically active alkyl groups induced circular dichroism in the

dz2-pz transition of the quasi-one-dimensional compounds [Pt(NH2dmoc)4||PtCl4l and

[Pt(NH2eh)4J[PtCl4J. Remarkably, the chromophore which is associated with the CD is a

result of the quasi-one-dimensional arrangement of the involved coordination units and

not of the particular properties of the latter themselves. Bisignate Cotton effects were

observed for both compounds strongly suggesting a chiral nature of those structures. The

chiral anisotropy factors were extremely large in both compounds, attaining absolute

values about 0.1. To induce CD, a high fraction of NH2dmoc was required in complexes

containing mixtures of NH2dmoc and NH2oc. These observations and the absence of a

CD of rPt(NH2dmoc)4lfPtCl4] in solution indicate that the CD is caused by a highly

ordered arrangement of the optically active alkyl moieties.
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4. Oriented Electro-Spun Fibers of Soluble, Supramolecular,

Quasi-One-Dimensional Platinum Compounds

4.1 Introduction

Metal complexes with a backbone of metal chains are an attractive class of quasi-

one-dimensional materials due to their optical and electrical properties resulting from the

linear arrangement of the metal atoms.1"3 Among such complexes, Magnus' green salt4,5

and its derivatives (Figure 4.1) ' have been the most widely investigated compounds.

These species consist of planar, alternately stacked [Pt(L')4]2+and [Pt(L2)4]2~ units,

where L1 denotes a neutral and L2 an anionic ligand or a corresponding part of a

multidentate ligand, respectively. For example, L1 is NH3 and L2 is CI" in the classical

Magnus' green salt. Their quasi-one-dimensional structures are a consequence of the

electrostatic forces between the alternately charged coordination units.7,8 The

interplatinum distances in the Magnus' salts are typically found in the range 3.1- 4.0

Â.9,11

Processing of compounds based on Magnus' salt has been cumbersome, if not

impossible, for a long time because most of the early compounds are largely insoluble

and do not melt prior to decomposition. Only recently, solution-processable Magnus'

salt derivatives of the type [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4], with R being an alkyl group, have been

Il 1 'X

synthesized.
"'• The side groups R not only dictates the thermodynamic properties,

including solubility, but also the interplatinum distances and, therefore, predefine

physical properties of the corresponding materials. For example, the complex with

R = octyl was found to be an electrical insulator, while the compound with R = (R)-2-

ethylhexyl (eh) and R = fS)-3,7-dimethyloctyl (dmoc) are semiconductors. The poor

conductivity of the compound with the linear octyl groups appeared to be due to their

crystallization behavior which resulted in an inclination between adjacent coordination

units, i.e. an increase in the Pt-Pt spacings.14 Previously, we reported the preparation of

fibers of the insulating complex with R = octyl by electrostatic spinning.13
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and [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] (see text).

The production of those fibers was enabled by the particular phase behavior of the

Magnus' salts with linear alkyl substituents. These compounds formed thermoreversible

gels already at low concentrations,13 which highly facilitated the spinning process, but

which due to their insulating nature, unfortunately, are of modest interest. Here, we

report the preparation and properties of fibers of semiconducting [Pt(NH2R)4l[PtCl4]

compounds with R = dmoc or eh by an electrostatic spinning process which is not

facilitated by gel formation. A very brief, preliminary account of fibers with R = dmoc

was recently elsewhere published
15
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Electrostatic spinning has been known already since the 1930s.16 This process

allows the formation of polymer fibers which otherwise may be difficult to obtain17 and

recently has reattracted considerable interest.18'19 In the process, a polymer solution is

filled in a thin glass capillary containing an electrode. The polymer solution is stabilized

by its surface tension. When an electric field is applied between the electrode and a

metallic ground plate, which is well separated from the capillary, charges are induced in

the liquid located in the capillary. As the intensity of the electric field is increased, the

liquid elongates until a critical value is reached at which the electrostatic forces

overcome the surface tension and a charged jet of the solution is ejected, typically under

concomitant evaporation of the solvent, yielding the desired fiber.

4.2 Experimental

Materials. The chemicals used in this Chapter were purchased from Fluka,

(Buchs, Switzerland) or Aldrich, (Buchs, Switzerland) and used as received.

IPt(NH2eh)4JlPtCl4] and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4||PtCl4] were synthesized according to

procedures described previously
8-12 and presented in Chapter 2 and 3 of this work.

Fiber preparation. 511 mg of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] were dissolved in 1.23 ml of

toluene at 80 °C during 30 min, or 588 mg of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4] in 0.9 ml of

toluene at 80 °C during 1 h, respectively. Then, the heating bath was removed and the

solutions were allowed to cool to room temperature. For electrostatic spinning, the

solutions were introduced into a glass capillary with a tip diameter of 1.8 mm. The

capillary was tilted by 60° with respect to the negative ground electrode (aluminum

plate, dimensions 25x25 cm) placed at a distance of 12 cm horizontally from the tip of

the capillary. A copper wire was inserted into the capillary containing the solution and

was operated as the positive electrode. Typically, a voltage of 5-16 kV (electrical field

strength -0.4-1.3 kV/cm) was applied by means of a variable power supply (Glassman

High Voltage Model PS EH20P05). The fibers were produced in ambient atmosphere at

room temperature (spinning duration 10-20 s).

Characterization. For scanning electron microscopic examination (SEM), fiber

specimens were either mounted with adhesive carbon tape onto the sample holder or
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deposited on a sapphire glass disc (diameter 3 mm) that fitted into the grid holder of the

SEM instrument. The samples were sputter-coated with approximately 1 nm of tungsten

using a high-vacuum coating unit. Micrographs were taken with a Hitachi S-900 SEM at

an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. A Leica DMRX polarizing microscope was used for

optical studies. The sign of the birefringence of the oriented structures obtained was

determined with a Leitz tilt compensator. The electrical resistance of the fibers was

measured between two electrodes, which were created by deposition of silver paste,

using a Keithley High Voltage Source Measure Unit model 237. The electrical

resistance of the corresponding powders was determined as described earlier.11 Wide-

angle X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded with Cu~Koc radiation (nickel filtered),

using a Seifert ISO Debyflex 2002 X-ray generator in conjunction with a flat-film

camera type J from Blake Industries. The distance between the sample and the film was

5 cm.

Loop test. Fibers of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] were placed onto microscope slides

under the optical microscope and the diameter of the loop was slowly reduced by pulling

one side of the fibers with the help of a needle. The tests was carried out with 6 fibers

from the same batch of ~1 urn diameter.

Oxygen plasma treatment. Fibers deposited onto sapphire glass discs were

exposed to a high-frequency-generated oxygen plasma for varying periods of time using

a Balzers GEA 003 gas discharge apparatus. After evacuation to 10"5 mbar, the pressure

was increased to 5-10"3 mbar with pure oxygen (Pangas, quality 5.0) before the plasma

etching was commenced.

4.3 Results and Discussions

Fibers of [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] (R = eh or dmoc) were electrospun from toluene

solutions in a broad range of experimental conditions. Processing parameters which

were varied included the temperature of the solution (from room temperature to 70 °C),

the concentration of the compounds (30-50 % w/w for R = dmoc and 15-35 % w/w for R

= eh), the applied voltage ( 1 -20 kV), the distance between the electrodes (3-15 cm), and
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the inclination angle between the glass capillary and the ground electrode plate (45- 90°).

Optimal processing parameters for spinning were found to be at room temperature,

concentrations of 45 % w/w (R = dmoc) and 30 % w/w (R = eh), and an inclination angle

of 60°. An increase in the electrode distance led to an increase in the fiber length up to an

optimum electrode distance of 12 cm. The optimum voltage for R = dmoc was 10 kV.

For R = eh, long and thin fibers were obtained when the voltage was gradually increased

from 7 to 10 kV during processing. At lower voltages, the fibers became thicker and

shorter as the jet tended to adopt a drop-like shape. The critical voltage required to

initiate electrostatic spinning for this compound was 5 kV.

Uniform fibers of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4l were produced with lengths between 5 and

30 cm and diameters ranging from 0.1 u,m up to 10 p.m, and of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

with lengths of 1-5 mm and diameters ranging from 0.1 to 2 pm. The large difference in

the fiber length obtained for the two compounds might be due to the shorter Pt-chain

length of the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] compound in toluene solutions compared to those

of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] (ref. Chapter 2).

Scanning electron microscopic studies disclosed that the surfaces of the

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4JLPtCl4] and [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] fibers were relatively smooth (cf.

Figure 4.2a,b). Both types of fibers displayed notable birefringence in the optical

microscope. For fibers observed between crossed polarizers, light was transmitted at

maximum intensity at an angle of 45 ° between the polarizers and the fibers axis while

the transmitted light intensity was drastically reduced when the fiber axis was parallel or

perpendicular to one of the polarizers, indicating that the quasi-one-dimensional

structures were indeed oriented within the filaments along the filament axis. Molecular

orientation of the Pt-structures within the fibers was confirmed by strong equatorial arcs

in wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of a bundle of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] fibers

(Figure 4.3). The average orientation angle derived from the half-width at half-maximum

intensity of the major equatorial reflections20 was found to be -13°. This value indicates

low degree of orientation of the Pt-fibers if compared with for instance liquid crystalline

polymers fibers like poly(hexyl isocyanate) PHIC20 but it is still significant if considered

that the organization of the Pt-structures within the fibers is governed by electrostatic

forces.
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Figure 4.2. Scanning electron microscope (SI'AIj images of (a) /Pl(NH-,dim>c)_tlfPl( l4f
and (b) /Pl(NH:ehj4ffPt( l4f fibers produced by eleciroslalic spinning from solution m

toluene.

Figure 4.3. Wide-angle X-ra\ diffraction pattern of a bundle of oriented

fPt(NII2eh)4f/Pt( l4f fibers Double arrow indicates fiber direction
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Figure 4.4 Optical mic rograph of fPi(I\'Hjeh)4ffPt( l4j fibers under crossed polarizers

displaying hands which might arise as a result of a pleated sheet structure

A tilt compensator (MgCU crystal) revealed a positive sign of the biréfringence of

|Pt(NH2dmoc)4j|PtCl4] and [Ft(NH2ch)4|jPlCl4j, demonstrating that the refractive index

was larger m the direction of the fiber axis than perpendicular to it. Interestingly at

higher magnifications, alternating bright and dark parallel bands appeared when

|Pt(NH2ch)4]|PtCl4| fibers were examined between crossed polarizers (Figure 4.4).

These bands were separated by 10-15 p.m and were perpendicular to the i iber axis. These

ralhei striking features strongly resemble those found in aramid fibers where their

occurrence has been explained by a pleated sheet structure." For reasons still unknown

to us such bands were not observed in |Pt(NH2dmoc)4l|PtCl4| fibers.

The bulk electrical conductivity along the axis of |Pl(NH2dmoc)4i(PtCl4] fibcis

amounted to 2-l()"s S/cm and that ot |Pt(NH2eh)4l[PtCl4] to 7-10"7 S/cm. These values

exceeded those ot the respective bulk compounds by approximately 2 or 3 orders of

magnitude ( 1.6-10"' S/cm and 7-10" S/cm, respectively). Such behaviour was also

observed tor polymers"" and is consistent with the conclusion that the platinum chain

structures arc oriented preferentially with the quasi-one-dimensional axis parallel to the

fiber axis since the platinum arrays are expected to act as the principal conduction path.
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Figure 4.5. Optical micrograph show mg a small knotted loop in a /Pt(NH->i'h)4//Pr( 7J
fiber hem een crossed polarizers.

fibers of |Pt(NHoeh)4l|PlCl4l with a diameter of a few micrometers could be tied

to a relatively small loop of 20 um cross section (Figure 4.5). which implies that the

fibers possessed a considerable flexibility and resistance to bending stresses. These

particular fibers broke as the knot was further tightened. Unfortunately,

jPt(NH2dmoc)4|jPlCl4| fibers were too short to investigate these properties.

In order to get qualitative information about the mechanical properties of the

eleclrospun fibers of the [Pt(NHoch)4][PtCl4] compound, a loop test was carried out with

thin fibers (mono-filament). The loop test is a method used to derive information about

the compressive strength of fibers." The test was earned out by placing the libers (tight

in a loop form) m the optical microscope and recording the variation of the ratio between

the major axis (<_) and the minor axis (a) of the loop (Figure 4.6 a) upon decreasing its

size. According to the literature,"" """ the ratio (t a) between the major axis (c) and the

minor axis (a) remains constant until around 1.34 if the fibers behave elaslically."
""^

When (ca) deviates from the constant value (in our ease around 1.4) the fibers are

considered to lose their elastic behavior (Figure 4.6 b): the value of (c) at which the

deviation occurs is defined as ccnl.
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Fibeis oi [Pt(NH2eh)4||P(Cl4| with diameter of 1 p.m and with loops of a diameter

between 0.1 and 0 45 mm were placed on a glass slide and examined with the optical

mieioscope. The majoi axis (c) and the minor axis (a) weie measured foi each diffeient

diameter upon further reduction of the loop size From the data shown in hgure 4 6b,

cml was estimated to be 0.32 mm

The compiessive strength of the iPl(NH->eh)4jl,PlCl4] fibeis was estimated using

the following expression derived by Sinclair ~1:

CT

MdE Eq .4.

where A is the compressive modulus of the fiber, d is the iiber diametei (here ! um) and

<
irt,

is the value at which the (c/a) ratio deviates from its constant value.
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In the case of the [Pt(NH2ch)4||PtCl4I fibers. E was assumed to be I GPa, ccnl was 0.32

mm and a compressive strength of 4.2 MPa was calculated with these parameters. This

value is relatively low if compared to the values reported for poly(vinylaicohol) PVAI"-1

(180 MPa) and for Kevlar49M fibers (120 MPa),24 but could be explained if considered

that fibers of !Pt(NH2ch)4][PtCl4I displayed a pleated sheet structure (Figure 4.4).

Finally, in order to explore if metallic platinum fibers could be produced by

degradation of the present solution spun Pt-compounds, a number of fibers were

subjected to plasma etching under oxygen atmosphere for 20 min and 1 h, respectively.

The macroscopic shape of the fiber was preserved and the samples could still be handled

after this plasma treatment. SEM analysis of the morphology of [Pt(NH2ch)4||PiCl4|

fibers surfaces after 20 min plasma treatment revealed a surface structure of a

characteristic length of 100-200 nm (Figure 4.7a). Upon exposure of 60 min, structure

coarsened and appeared to density (Figure 4.7b). This series of samples showed a weight

loss of 25-30 7( after 20 min plasma treatment and of ca. 50 °/< after one hour. After 5

hours plasma treatment the fibers had broken in several parts and could not be handled

anymore. Considering the initial platinum content of 37.2 '/< w/w in

iPl(NH2eh)i)|PtCl4], a plasma exposure time of one hour, unfortunately, did not yield

pure elemental platinum. Consistently, the plasma-treated fibers did not exhibit electrical

conductivities in the range of metals.
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I igure 4.7 Sc anning elec iron miciosc ope (SI M) image of a (l,t(MI-,eh)4ffPt( l4\ fibc i

after 20 mm (a) and 60 mm (b) en lung n ith an oxygen plasma irrm s indicate s the

fiber direc lion
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5. Growth and Anisotropic Properties of Oriented Films of

Quasi-One-Dimensional Platinum Compounds

5.1 Introduction

Platinum complexes based on the structure of Magnus' green salt,

[Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4],1,2 have received considerable attention as representatives of quasi-

one-dimensional compounds with metallic backbone.3 The linear arrangement of

platinum atoms results from the self-assembly of alternately stacked square planar

coordination units '"

as shown in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2. Magnus's green salt is

difficult to process since it is essentially insoluble and decomposes prior to melting.

Although Magnus' green salt has been known for almost 200 years,
6'7

readily soluble

derivatives of the type [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] have been reported only recently;3,8"10 here R

denotes a linear alkyl group containing at least 7 carbon atoms, (7?)-ethylhexyl (eh), or

(3,-3,7-dimethyloctyl (dmoc). Among those different complexes, only the one

comprising dmoc resembles in color and electrical conductivity (semiconducting) to

Magnus' green salt and, hence, may be considered as a soluble equivalent of it, although

the Pt-Pt distance of 3.1 À10 in [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] is somewhat shorter compared

with 3.25 Â2 in Magnus' green salt.1,2'11 The interplatinum distances in

[Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4| were found to exceed those of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]|PtCl4|, but below

those of the derivatives with the linear alkyl chains, which resulted in the latter

compounds being electrically insulating.3

As a result of the quasi-one-dimensional structure of the Magnus' salt and its

derivatives, potentially beneficial anisotropic physical properties (e.g. optical dichroism

1,5,12
or anisotropic electrical conductivity13,14) have been found in single crystals.

Practical use of these materials in, for instance, electronic devices often requires thin

films, therefore, it would be desiderable to produce highly oriented layers of these

species. In the following, we report on the surprisingly simple and efficient preparation

and anisotropic properties of oriented films of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and

[Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4|. The films were grown from solution onto substrates (quartz glass
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slides) which were covered with a thin layer of highly oriented poly(tetrafluoroethylene)

(PTFE) by friction deposition at elevated temperature.15

5.2 Experimental

Materials. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] were prepared as

described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.9'10 Solvents were purchased from Fluka (Buchs,

Switzerland) and used as received. Quartz glass slides were from Wisag (Zürich, Swit¬

zerland).

Preparation of quartz glass slides coated with PTFE. The quartz glass slides

were cleaned with an air plasma at ca. IO"5 mbar prior to use. PTFE friction layers were

deposited with a friction deposit device (Tribotrack, Daca Instruments, Santa Barbara,

California) at a temperature of 300 °C, a velocity of 1 mm/s, and a pressure of 0.35 MPa,

yielding a film thickness of ca. 40 nm.15

Preparation of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCI4] films. 20 mg of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]

were completely dissolved within 30 min in 10 ml of toluene at 80 °C. Freshly prepared

PTFE-covered quartz glass slides were immersed in the hot solution for 1 h. The heating

bath was removed and the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. Upon

cooling, the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] slowly crystallized onto the PTFE layer.

Preparation of fPt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] films. 35 mg of [Pt(NH2eh)4||PtCl4J were

completely dissolved after 30 min in 1 ml of mesytylene at 80 °C. To this solution, 1 ml

of dodecane was added at the same temperature in order to induce slow precipitation of

the [Pt(NH2eh)4]|PtCl4]. The hot solution was placed on a freshly prepared PTFE-

covered quartz slide and covered with a top glass which had not been coated with PTFE.

Crystallization of the Pt-compound onto PTFE layer took place slowly at room

temperature upon evaporation of the solvents at ambient conditions.

Optical microscopy. Optical microscopy was performed with a Leica DMRX

polarizing microscope.
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For TEM investigation, extremely

thin (and, hence, not continuous) [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] films were grown onto

oriented PTFE layers deposited on quartz glass slides coated with 20 nm carbon. The

samples on their underlying carbon layers were floated off on dilute aqueous HF solution

(~ 1 % w/w) and then on distilled water. Care was taken to insure that only the carbon

layer and not the platinum compound came in contact with the acid bath and distilled

water. Finally, the samples were mounted on copper grids. For imaging, a Zeiss Omega

EM 912 microscope was used, whereas electron diffraction patterns were recorded with

a Philips CM30 instrument. The electron diffraction lines were calibrated either with the

1.30 Â meridional diffraction line of PTFE or gold standards sputtered on the specimens.

DC electrical conductivity. Two electrodes at a specified distance of 5 mm were

created by glueing a copper wire with a silver paste onto [Pt(NH2dmoc)4JLPtCl4J or

[Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4J films. The electrodes were mounted parallel or perpendicular to the

orientation axis of the films. The electrical conductivity was measured with a Keithley

High Voltage Source Measure Unit model 237.

UV/Vis spectra. UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900

spectrophotometer equipped with linear polarizers.

5.3 Results and Discussion

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4l readily crystallized upon cooling of hot toluene solutions

on quartz glass slides coated with a uniaxially oriented PTFE layer, remarkably only

onto the latter layer and not on the untreated portions of the slides. Parallel strips of very

long, needle-like [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J crystals, which were oriented along the PTFE

molecules, were visible in the initial stage of crystallization in transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) images (Figure 5.1a). The thickness of the |Pt(NH2dmoc)4]LPtCl4]

films, determined with atomic force microscopy (AFM), was ca. 0.1 p,m after a

crystallization period of 2 h. Thicker films were obtained with longer immersion of the

substrates in the supercooled [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] solutions.
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Figure 5.1a. Transmission electron micrograph of the initial crystals of

IPKNHydmoc))]jPtCl4] developed during growth onto quart: glass slides covered with

an uniaxially oriented, friction-deposited layer of PTFE. The orientation axis off the

PTFE layer is indicated with a double arrow.

Figure 5.1h. hiectron diffraction pattern of the sample in Figure 5.1a. The weak

diffraction spots resulting from the oriented PTFE icpeat unit are indicated with single
arrows.
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Figure 5.1c. Schematic representation of the orientation of the unit cell of the

[PUNH2dmoc)4l/PtCl4] crystal with respect to oriented PT1E.

Outstanding orientation of (he arrays of the |Pt(NH2dmoc)4i[PtCl4l units was

evident from electron diffraction (Figure 5.1b). The diffraction pattern was interpreted

on the basis of the unit cell of |Pt(NH2dmoc)4||PtCl4] which is monoclinic (space group

P2/Î ) with the parameters a = 23.4 Â, h = 20.7 Â. c = 6.2 A, and y = 92u.1() The c axis

represents the orientation axis of the platinum arrays, and the Pt-Pt distance corresponds

to c/2, i.e. 3.1 A. The electron diffraction pattern of the |Pt(NH2dmoc)4](PtCl4| films

represents lattice planes spaced by 3.1, 6.2 (relatively low intensity) and 23.4 À. Since

only the lattice planes parallel to the electron beam arc represented in the diffraction

patterns and the distance corresponding to the h axis is not observed, the a and c axis

must he parallel to the substrate plane (cf. Figure 5.1c). In addition, weak reflections in

the direction represented by the c axis (arrows in Figure 5. lb) correspond to a lattice-

spacing of 1.30 À. The latter arc due to PTFF repeat distance.15 Therefore, the

diffraction patterns indicate that the c axis of the platinum arrays is oriented parallel to

the PTFE molecules, as depicted in Figure 5.1c.
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Figure 5.2. Optical mi(roi>>aph of a [PT(NII7dmoifjl/PtC Itf film ytown onto quoit:

jlass slides io\eicd with cm itniaxiallx ot tented PIT L The sample w as placed beh\< en

c tossed point i:et s at an am>le of 45 between the ot tentation axis of the Pill laxei and

the polat s:atton a \es of the polen i:ei s (indie ated vt ith en tow s)

hguie 5 2 shows an optical mitrogiaph ol a jPt(jNH2dmoc)iljPtClj| film placed

between ciosscd polari/cis at an angle of 45 between the oncntation a\is of the PTFE

and the polaii/ation diicction ol the polau/eis Ihe Pt compound films onented in the

dnection of the Pi Id axis weie highly biicfiingcnt the PTrE layci on the quait/ glass

substrates was too ihm to display anv biréfringence undci the same obseivalion

conditions When the orientation axis of the Pt compound was paialicl to one oi the

polaii/ation directions oi the polan/cis the incident light was Lssentially extinguished

consistent with a high degiee of uniaxial ordci of the films

The orientation ol |Pt(NHodmoc)4)[PtC 14] units in the films was confnmed with

UV/Vis absoiption spectra recorded with polati/ed h«ht The spectia aie shown in

1 iguie 5 3 lot an aligned sample with incident light polan/ed parallel and peipendiculai

to the alignment direction tespectivel) Foi paialicl excitation the spcctium was

dominated by ,m absoiption maximum at 310 nm
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Figure 5.3. Optical absorption spectra of an oriented [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] film

recorded with polarized light parallel (0°) and perpendicular (90°) to the orientation

direction, as well as at an angle of 45° with respect to the orientation axes of the

polarizers.

This band is attributed to an electric transition from the d.ti orbital of the |PtCl4J2" to the

pz orbital of the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J2+ unit with the transition dipole moment directed along

the platinum backbone.12

The absorbance at 310 nm was reduced (after base line corrections) by a factor of

approximately 6.7 on excitation perpendicular to the orientation direction, a value which

would appear modest in view of the high degree of uniaxial order revealed by electron

diffraction as well as in polarized optical microscopy. It has to be considered, however,

that substrates used for UV/Vis measurements were covered only with a very thin film of

the platinum compound in order to obtain reliable absorbance values, and hence it cannot

be excluded that those films did not entirely cover the whole substrate area.
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The electrical conductivity in the direction of the platinum arrays in oriented films

of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4] was established to be in the range of 10"4-10 3
S/cm, which

was several orders of magnitude higher than that perpendicular to the orientation axis,

IO"8 S/cm. The conductivity of isotropic samples (pressed pellets) was 1.6- IO"7 S/cm,10

which was between the values parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the orientation

axis of the films. These anisotropic conductivities are consistent with a mobile charge

path via the platinum arrays oriented in the direction of the underlying PTFE layer.

For the preparation of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] films, solutions of this compound were

placed between two glass slides, one of which was covered with an oriented PTFE layer.

[Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] crystallized upon slow evaporation of the solvents (mesitylene/

dodecane) typically overnight. As in the case of [Pt(NH2 dmoc)4][PtCl4] uniaxial

orientation of [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtCl4] was evident from the differences in the UV/Vis

absorption spectra recorded with polarized light parallel or perpendicular, respectively,

to the orientation direction of the PTFE layer. The spectra were dominated by an

absorption maximum at 300 nm, which was also due to an electric transition from the

dz2-pz transition as above mentioned for [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]. After baseline

correction, the absorption at 300 nm was approximately 7 times higher for parallel

orientation of the polarizers and PTFE layer than for perpendicular orientation.

The electrical conductivity in the direction of the platinum arrays in oriented films

of [Pt(NH2eh)4j|PtCl4] was 10"8 S/cm and about one order of magnitude above that

perpendicular to the orientation axis, 8-10"10 S/cm. The latter value was still above that

of the bulk conductivity of pressed powders (210 S/cm). This might be due to the fact

that the crystals in the films are larger and more perfect than in the pressed powders,

where additional decrease in crystal size probably occurred under the load applied for

pressing.

5.4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that friction-deposited uniaxially oriented layers of

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (here on quartz glass slides) are an outstanding substrate for

oriented growth of soluble compounds of the type fPt(NH2R)4lfPtCl4]. This finding once
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more illustrates the unique orientation-inducing properties of these substrates, and their

beneficial use in processing of the present semi-conducting materials.
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6. Opto-Electronic Properties ofQuasi-Linear, Self-Assembled

Platinum Complexes: Pt-Pt Distance Dependence

6.1 Introduction

Since the fabrication of the first polymeric field-effect transistor (FET),1 the area

of organic electronics has developed at a rapid pace. Today, materials have been

produced that are processed from solution and exhibit charge-carrier mobilities, \iffj-,

of 0.05-0.1 cm2/Vs (e.g. poly(hexyl thiophenes)),3,4 and for (racw/iw-evaporated)

molecular semiconductors, \iFET of over 1.5 cm2/Vs have been reported.5 As a result,

organic-FET-driven light-emitting diodes and displays,4,6,7 and organic integrated

circuits
8"10

have been demonstrated. However, a real technological break-through has

been stifled due to the lack of organic materials that display all three required properties:

i) good processability, ii) high charge-carrier mobilities, and iii) sufficient environmental

stability.

An interesting (solution-processable) alternative to organic semiconductors was

introduced by Mitzi et al.,
' '
who reported on systems based on two-dimensional layered

organic-inorganic perovskite structures as active layers for FET applications. These

hybrid compounds combine the excellent processing characteristics of organic

(polymeric) materials with the superior electronic properties of inorganic

semiconductors. Unfortunately, these materials also seem to suffer from stability

problems (e.g. deintercalation).12

One-dimensional inorganic-organic compounds, such as the Magnus' green salt

([Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4])13"15 and its derivatives16"21 [Pt(NR3)4l[PtCl4], where R is an alkyl

side chain, are other potentially promising candidates. One of the latter platinum-chain

structures, with R = (3^-3,7-dimethyloctyl (dmoc), was found to display high intrinsic

charge-carrier mobilities (Xpy^ > 0.06 cm2/Vs), as well as an extraordinary

environmental stability maintaining device performance comparable to many polymeric

semiconductors even when exposed to white light, air and hot water. Most

interestingly, their straightforward synthesis allows tailoring of the materials properties.
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Thus, we set out to gain a deeper understanding of structure-property relationships of the

Magnus' salt-type of compounds, and, in particular, of the dependence of certain opto¬

electronic properties on the side chains R, which render the compounds soluble, and,

thus, processable, but also affect material properties such as the Pt-Pt distance, d.

In this Chapter, we report studies of the optical and charge-transport properties of

eight different platinum complexes, the schematic structures and representative color

images of which are shown in Figure 6.1. The synthesis and selected properties of some

of these compounds has been described before. The compounds for which the linear

alkyl substituents R is ethyl (et), octyl (oc), nonyl (no) and decyl (de) are pink and

electrical insulators (i.e. bulk conductivities < IO'10 S/cm).1618 In contrast, the Pt-

compound labelled R = dmoc1 ' and the Magnus' salt2 ,23
are green, and exhibit bulk

conductivities of 1.6-10*7 S/cm and 1.5-10"6 S/cm, respectively. Finally, the compound

with R = (ft)-2-ethylhexyl) (eh)24 has an intermediate bulk conductivity of 2- IO"10 S/cm

and at room temperature and appears grayish-purple.

Values for the charge-carrier mobilities in studies of bulk materials and thin films

were determined using the techniques of pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave

conductivity (PR-TRMC) and flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity

(FP-TRMC), respectively. These two techniques differ in their method of generating

charge carriers. In the former, this is accomplished by exposing the material to a pulsed

high-energy (MeV) electron beam, and in the latter by pulsed light from a laser. The use

of these two techniques offers significant advantages over direct-current (DC) methods

as attachment of conductive electrodes is not necessary and polarization effects are

avoided.

The mobility determined by PR-TRMC is expected to be close to the optimum

value that might be achieved in a DC-device structure for a well-ordered layer of the

semiconductor material. Previous work has demonstrated this to be the case by

comparison with results of time-of-flight measurements on the discotic material

hexakis(hexylthio)triphenylene25 and for FET measurements on

a,(û-dihexylquaterthiophene.26
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Figure 6.1. a) The molecular structures of the Platinum-compounds studied. The

compound jPt(NHidmoc)4][PtBr4] (not shown) was also investigated, b) Photographs
of (left to right): Magnus' salt ([Pt(NH3)4J[PtCl4J), [Pt(NH7oc)4J[PtCl4J,

[Pt(NH2eh)4JfPtCl4l, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]fPtBr4],
illustrating the different colors-rangingfrom pale pink, grayish-purple, to a variety of

green- of the compounds, depending on the alkyl substituent.

Moreover, the present techniques allow the study of charge-carrier mobilities in

different structural phases, so that mobility changes resulting from phase transitions can

be directly determined. The PR-TRMC method does not perturb the order (molecular or

higher) of the material investigated at the radiation doses used. In addition, the high

penetrating power and non-specificity of high energy radiation ensures that energy

deposition is uniform and insensitive to the spectral characteristics (color) or

morphology of the sample investigated and is unaffected by scattering effects at domain
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Figure 6.2. Conductivity transients obtained in PR-TRMC experiments at 40 °C for

lPt(NH3dmoc)4J[Pta4] (green) and [Pt(NH^e)4l[Pta4l (pink); (see text).

or grain boundaries;28 the technique has been used to successfully study charge

mobilities in a variety of materials, including organic polymers29"31 and discotic

compounds. '

6.2 Results and Discussion

Typical conductivity transients obtained in PR-TRMC experiments at -40 °C are

presented in Figure 6.2 for the two compounds with R - de and R = dmoc (pink and

green curve, respectively). The former material displayed little, if any, conductivity

transients that persisted for periods of time longer than the electron beam pulse. We

cannot completely rule out the possibility that holes and/or free electrons are mobile in

R = de, but it is certain that the lifetime of any mobile charged species is short (< 5 ns),

and they do not survive past the end of the pulse, due to trapping or recombination

events. The compounds in which R is et, oc and no, were found to behave in a very

similar manner.
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R = dmoc and [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] (R - dmoc(Br)), by contrast, exhibited

significant conductivity transients with lifetimes greater than 100 ns (see Figure 6.2 for a

sample transient of R = dmoc). Minimum charge-carrier mobility Xp.u> as calculated

from the end-of-pulse amplitude of the dose-normalised conductivity (AaeopAD)

transients were, respectively, 64-10"3 cm2/Vs and 38-10"3 cm2/Vs at - 40 °C.

Somewhat surprisingly, a charge-carrier mobility of less than HO"3 cm2/Vs was

determined in Magnus' green salt (R = H), which both in optical appearance and bulk

conductivity resembles the dmoc-derivative. We attribute this to the lack of alkyl side

chains in this material, which may allow intercolumnar charge recombination to occur on

a time scale faster than our detection capability (< 5 ns; see ref. 33 for the effects of the

side chain length on transient lifetimes).

Unlike the relatively temperature-independent mobilities observed for R = dmoc

and R = dmoc(Br), the mobility of the species with R = eh was found to be significantly

affected by temperature (cf. Table 6.1). In Figure 6.3a are shown conductivity transients

obtained in PR-TRMC experiments for this particular compound at -100, -30, +20 and

+ 100 °C. Reduction of the temperature from +100 °C to -80 °C resulted in an increase of

Sp.tD by approximately one order of magnitude; see Figure 6.3b. The variation of the

mobility with temperature was found to be reversible (data obtained on both cooling and

heating are shown). For comparison, the close to temperature-independent values of the

charge-carrier mobility of R = dmoc are also presented.

Interestingly, and most conspicuous, in addition to the temperature-dependent

mobility, a reversible change was observed in the color of R = eh. At elevated

temperatures, the material appeared pink, turning grayish around room temperature, and

distinct green well below that (Figure 6.3c).

Values of the Pt-Pt distances at room temperature in the various compounds were

either collected from the literature or, when not available, determined in this work by

wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS; see Experimental). The data are collected in Table

6.1. In addition, to shed more light on the strong temperature-dependent behavior of R =

eh, time-resolved WAXS was employed to elucidate the structural characteristics of this
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Figure 6.3. a) PR-TRMC transients obtained for [PtfNH^JLPKlJ at -100 "C

(green), -30 "C (blue), 1-20%' (gray), and +100 "C (pink), b) Calculated minimum one-

dimensional mobility of charge carriers for /Pt(NH2eh)4/fPtCI4f, decreasing

temperature (open squares), increasing temperature (filled squares) and

fPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (green circles), c) Photographs of a fPt(NH2eh)4flPtCl4J
sample taken at 100, +25, and 1100 °C, demonstrating its color variation with

temperature.
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compound, as well as R = dmoc and R = oc for reference purposes, over the temperature

range from +100 °C to -180 °C (cooling rate of 5 °C/min).

Table 6.1. Minimum one-dimensional charge-carrier mobilities, 2py0 mm, from PR-

TRMC at -40 °C and + 40 °C, and Pt-Pt distances, d, at room temperature, for the

differentplatinum complexes.

Compound 2+MDmin ^l-MDmin ^ References

-40 °C +40 °C
RT

(10"3cm2/Vs) (10"3cm2/Vs)
(Â)

[Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] <1 <1 3.24 15,34,42

[Pt(NH2et)4][PtCl4] < 1 <1 3.62 43

[Pt(NH2oc)4][PtCl4] < 1 <1 >3.6 18

[Pt(NH2no)4][PtCl4] <1 <1 3.60 this work

[Pt(NH2de)4][PtCl4] <1 < 1 >3.6 18

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] 64 59 3.05,3.17 this work

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtBr4l 38 32 3.10,3.24 this work

[Pt(NH2eh)4lfPtCl4l 18 3 3.20 this work

Inspection of the data of the Pt-Pt distances d in the various Pt-compounds at room

temperature in combination with the values of the charge-carrier mobility (Table 6.1)

strongly suggests that no significantly mobile charge carriers were detected for materials

for which the values of d exceeded ca. 3.3 A. Apparently a shorter Pt-Pt distance is

necessary to create sufficiently overlap of the dz2-orbital of the [PtCl4J -unit to the

/>z-orbital of the [Pt(NH2R)4]2+-unit34 to result in significant charge-carrier mobilities.

Also from the data in Table 6.1, it seems that reduced values of d resulted in increased

charge-carrier mobilities (cf. R = eh, R = dmoc(Br) and R = dmoc).

This conclusion is corroborated by structural observations made for perhaps the

most interesting material of the present set, R = eh, in the time-resolved, variable-

temperature WAXS analysis. Data for this compound, as well as for R = oc and
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R = dmoc, are presented in Figure 6.4 a,b. First of all, these measurements confirm that

the Pt-Pt distance in R = dmoc is about 3.1 Â, and, importantly, is only weakly

dependent on the temperature over the range from +100 °C to -80 °C (Figure 6.4c),

which appears consistent with the relatively constant mobility over this temperature

range observed for this material. R = oc, on the other hand, showed a rather complex

evolution of the WAXS pattern with decreasing temperature. Two solid-solid phase

transitions at ca. 0 °C and -40 °C were observed, accompanied by exothermic peaks

featured in differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) cooling thermograms. Nonetheless,

down to a temperature of -80 °C, this compound displayed a Pt-Pt distance that

remained larger than about 3.6 Â, and indeed did not exhibit any detectable conductivity

over the entire temperature range. R = eh also exhibited a rather strong temperature-

dependent WAXS diagram and a solid-solid transition at around +40 °C, also observed

in DSC measurements. As shown in Figure 6.4c, the Pt-Pt distance was found to

decrease from about 3.35 Â to 3.17 Â when the temperature decreased from +100 °C to -

80 °C. Simultaneously, as described above, the charge-carrier mobility was found to

increase by more than a factor of 10 (Figure 6.3 a,b).

The present PR-TRMC and WAXS results strongly suggest a direct, if not unique

correlation between the Pt-Pt distances and the mobilities in the various compounds.

Perhaps most ironically, the classical Magnus' salt itself seemingly provides the only

exception to the rule. As noted in the PR-TRMC section, we attribute this to the lack of

insulating alkyl groups in this complex, which provides a fast intercolumnar

recombination pathway for holes and free electrons, resulting in such a high

recombination rate that all mobile charge species have recombined within the electron

beam pulse on a time scale of < 5 ns.

In addition to the PR-TRMC measurements on the different Pt-compound powders

described above, flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC)

studies were conducted on isotropic, solution-cast films of selected materials. The peak

transients obtained for three of the materials are shown in Figure 6.5. Laser excitation

was made at wavelengths corresponding to the peak absorptions of the materials.
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Figure 6.5. FP-TRMC, transients obtained for isotropic, solution-cast films of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (green), [Pt(NH2eh)4][PtClJ (gray), and

[Pt(NH2ac)4ffPtCl4] (pink); (see text).

The resulting photoconductivities are given as the product of the photogeneration

quantum efficiency, ((>, (a measure of the number of mobile charged species generated

per absorbed photon) and the one-dimensional charge carrier mobility, £p)D, and are

presented in Table 6.2. The photoconductivity determined at room temperature (RT) for

a R = dmoc film was <t)ZpilD ~ 2,140 cm /Vs. The measured minimum one-

dimensional mobility of the of the R = dmoc bulk sample at RT was

Sp-iD = 64-10"3 cm2/Vs (Table 6.1). Thus, the quantum efficiency for mobile charge

generation in the isotropic film of this material at room temperature was <j) < 0.03*.

* In Chapter 7, we reported one-dimensional values of§L\LiD after 240 nm excitation for highly oriented

film samples ofR dmoc films on a poly(letrafluoroethylene) alignment layer on a quartz substrate with

the platinum chain aligned perpendicular, P+, or parallel, P_, to the external microw ave electric field,

which were exposed to light polarized either perpendicular, L+ or parallel L. to the micros aves The PJ,_

aligned films exhibited a maximal value oftyfyifp -56- /0"J cm~'V s,~ suggesting a value of§ < 0 09

when the excitation light was oriented along the platinum chains
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Table 6.2. Absorption maxima, Xmax> and the product of the quantum yield and the

mobility ofcharge-carriers, §L\i-iiy calculated at room temperaturefrom FP-TRMCfor
isotropicfilms ofselectedplatinum compounds.

Compound Absorption, Xmax(nm) calculated RT())2u.1D(cm2/Vs)

[Pt(NH2oc)4][PtCl4] 254 <4-l05

[Pt(NH2de)4][PtCl4] 252 < 1 IO4

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4J [PtCl4] 240,310 2.1- 10"3

[Pt(NH2eh)4|[PtCl4] 290-300 15-IO"4

Solution-cast films produced charges with slightly higher mobilities than films prepared

by spin-coating (~ 1.5 times greater), similar to what has been noted in other work. '

Isotropic films of R = eh also exhibited photoconductivity, with

<t>2p.]D = 1.0-2.0-10"4 cm2/Vs at RT. Upon heating to 40 °C, this value decreased to

d>Spi1D = 0.4-IO"4 cm2/Vs, and remained constant until a temperature of up to 100 °C. An

increase in mobility was observed as the sample was again cooled to room temperature

(data not shown), indicative of the reversible nature of the temperature dependence of

this property. This change in the photoconductivity upon heating was consistent with the

PR-TRMC experiments.

From measurements obtained with the R = de film using excitation light between

240 and 260 nm, a value of only <t>2p-iD < HO"4 cm2/V s was obtained. R = oc films

exhibited a similarly low response, <t>Sp-iD < 4-10"5 cm2/V s. The lack of appreciable

signal in either of these two samples is consistent with the above results obtained for the

bulk samples by PR-TRMC, where the mobility was determined to be below the limit of

the sensitivity of the technique.

6.3 Conclusions

Minimum charge-carrier mobilities were determined for eight quasi-one-

dimensional platinum complexes by PR-TRMC and FP-TRMC. Generally, an inverse
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correlation was found between the Pt-Pt separation distance and the charge-carrier

mobilities for the alkyl-substituted compounds. Most prominently, for the species with

R = eh a pronounced temperature dependence of Pt-Pt distance was observed

concomitantly with significant changes in electronic and optical properties. The results

presented here indicate that one path for the creation of materials of improved mobilities

is the tailoring of the ligands in the present platinum 'molecular wires' such that the Pt-Pt

distance is reduced.

6.4 Experimental Section

Materials. [Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4J, with R = et, oc, de, eh and dmoc were prepared

as described in the literature. ' R = no and dmoc(Br) were synthesised using

procedures similar to those used to produce R = oc and R = dmoc, respectively.

Solution-cast films of selected platinum complexes were prepared at ambient from 0.2%

w/w solutions in toluene.

Pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave-conductivity (PR-TRMC)

measurements. Approximately 50 mg of each material were compressed into Perspex

holders and exposed to 0.5-50 ns pulses of 3 MeV electrons generated from a Van de

Graaff accelerator. This technique has been extensively described27,32,33 elsewhere and

a brief description is given in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Briefly, the mobility of charge

carriers in the sample, SpxRMO was estimated from the dose-normalized end-of-pulse

change in conductivity of the sample (Aaeop ID) monitored as absorbed microwave

power in the Q-band (28-38 GHz) cell. Note that this technique is not capable of

differentiating between free electron and hole carriers; however, measurements of field-

effect transistors fabricated with R = dmoc as the transport layer indicate the hole is the

major carrier. The charge carrier mobilities were calculated assuming an average

ionization energy around 13 eV being necessary to produce a hole/free electron pair

(band gaps for the platinum 'core' and the side chains of 4 and 7 eV, respectively)37,38

and that none of the initially generated pairs recombine. Thus, this technique determines

a minimum isotropic mobility for the materials. The platinum compounds produced

charge-carrier mobilities that are highly anisotropic, i.e. biased for charge transfer
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parallel to the direction defined by the Pt-Pt backbone rather than perpendicular to it.

By multiplying ^trmc by 3, we may estimate the minimum one-dimensional charge-

carrier mobility £u,/£i. While absolute values of mobilities are subject to error (on the

order of ±25%, and subject to the estimations described previously), the relative

mobilities are expected to be quite accurate.

Flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave-conductivity (FP-TRMC)

measurements. Thin (0.1-0.5 pm thickness) isotropic films of the platinum compounds

on a quartz substrate were placed in an X-band (8.2-12.4 GHz) microwave cavity as

described previously.21,39,40 Charge carriers were produced via photo-excitation with ca.

3 ns polarized light pulses at or close to the peak absorbance of the films (see Table 6.2)

from a Coherent tunable "Infinity" laser with a beam cross-section at the sample of ca.

1 x 1.6 cm2. The light intensity was monitored using a pyro-electric sensor ("Ultima

Labmaster", Coherent) and could be attenuated using calibrated, metal-coated neutral

density filters (Melles Griot). The cavity was filled to atmospheric pressure with a 10:1

C02/SF6 mixture to eliminate effects due to photoelectron emission from the film." '

The sample temperature was controlled by a heating element housed within the cell

casing and monitored with a thermocouple. Temperature control was between RT and

150 °C. Changes in the conductivity of the samples in flash photolysis were monitored as

changes in the microwave power reflected by the cavity using microwave circuitry

described previously. ' ' Because of the ultra-high frequency and low field strength

(ca. 100 V/cm) of the probing microwaves, the conductivity measured is related to the

mobility of charge carriers within organized microscopic domains rather than to the bulk,

macroscopic mobility measured using dc-conductivity techniques.

UV/Vis spectroscopy. UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a Perkin ElmerLambda 900

spectrophotometer equipped with polarizers and an integrating sphere.

Wide-angle X-ray scattering. Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) at room

temperature was carried out using a custom-built set-up centred around a Rigaku rotating

anode. Monochromatic, Cu-Ka radiation was passed through a slit system into an

evacuated chamber, where it was scattered by the sample in transmission mode. The

scattered radiation was collected onto a Fuji image plate. The Pt-Pt distances d were then
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calculated with Bragg's law from maximum 26-values (Figure 6.4b), which, according to

previously reported lattice parameter (cf. Ref. 19), were taken to be second order of the

(0 0 7)-reflection of the repeat distance along the Pt-Pt backbone. [Note: for R = dmoc

(Figure 6.4a, bottom panels) and R = dmoc(Br), the 28max-diffraction were found to be

split into two peaks; both distances are listed in Table 6.1.]

Time-resolved synchrotron wide-angle X-ray scattering. Time-resolved,

variable-temperature wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments were performed on the

BM26B DUBBLE beam-line of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in

Grenoble, France (k = 1.24 Â). The data were collected in time frames of 12 s with a

time delay of 12 s between each frame using a curved micro-strip gas chamber detector

positioned such that its centre of curvature coincided with the sample position.

Reflections of the a- and ß-polymorphs of isotactic polypropylene were used to

calibrate the detector. Powders of the various Pt-compounds were sandwiched between

mica sheets and enclosed in small aluminium sample holders (used for differential

scanning calorimetry), which were placed in a modified Linkam THMS 600 hot-stage

equipped with a TMS-92 controller. Heating and cooling rates of 5 °C/min were used.

Differential scanning calorimetry. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of

selected samples was conducted utilising a Netzsch instrument (DSC 200). Heating/

cooling rates of 5 and 10 °C/min were employed.
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7. Highly Anisotropic Opto-Electronic Properties ofAligned
Films of Self-Assembled Platinum Molecular Wires

7.1 Introduction

The Holy Grail of practical molecular electronics is the realization of

semiconductor materials that self-assemble into one-dimensionally organized, high-

charge-mobility structures, which are, in addition to being of low-cost and easy to

produce, highly stable and mechanically flexible. Such attributes have recently been

assigned to a material composed of planar platinum complexes which, on a friction-

deposited poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) surface, macroscopically organize into well-

aligned, columnar stacks with a central core of platinum atoms ("platinum molecular

wires").1 The extremely high degree of orientation achieved in such films has been

clearly demonstrated by wide-angle X-ray scattering, and by optical and transmission

electron microscopy. Also, the charge-transport properties of these materials have been

found to be comparable with those of 7t-bond conjugated polymers and n-it stacked

discotic compounds. In the work reported in this Chapter, we have measured the

anisotropy in the opto-electronic properties of such films using a combination of

polarized light excitation and polarized microwave detection. Charge transport is found

to be highly anisotropic, with motion along the platinum chains favoured by at least a

factor of 20.

The material investigated consisted of columnar stacks of alternating

tetrachloroplatinate(II) and tetrakisalkylaminoplatinum(II) units with (S)-3,l-

dimethyloctyl ("dmoc") the alkyl substituent.2 Samples of fPt(NH2dmoc)4|fPtCl4] were

prepared by growing films on rectangular quartz substrates coated with friction-

deposited PTFE such that the alignment direction was either parallel or perpendicular to

the electric field vector of the microwaves when the samples were mounted in a time-

resolved microwave conductivity measurement cell (Figure 7.1a). The samples are

denoted P_ or P+ with the subscripts - or + indicating parallel or perpendicular

orientation, respectively. For control and comparison, non-aligned, isotropic films, Pq

were prepared by drop-casting onto a bare quartz substrate.
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Figure 7.1. Different alignment possibilities of the plane ofpolarization of the laser

beam and the PTFEfPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]-coated quartz substrates with respect to

the electricfield vector ofthe microwaves.
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Figure 7.2. Optical absorption spectra ofthe aligned a) P+, b) P_, and isotropic c) Pq,
samples with analyzing light polarized perpendicular (L J (solid lines) and parallel

(L_) (dashed line) to the short side ofthe rectangular quartz substrate.
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The optical absorption spectra of the three types of samples are shown in Figure

7.2 for the analyzing light polarized parallel or perpendicular to the short side of the

rectangular substrate; orientations are denoted L^, L+, respectively (Figure 7.1). Apart

from a low-level absorption that tails into the visible and is responsible for the light-

green color of the material, the spectra are characterized by two bands with maxima at

240 and 310 nm. The latter band is seen to decrease dramatically (by a factor of

approximately 6) for the aligned samples when the polarization of the analyzing light

changes from parallel to perpendicular to the alignment direction of the PTFE layer. The

band at 240 nm, on the other hand, is seen to be relatively insensitive to the polarization

direction. As expected, the drop-cast film showed no anisotropy in its optical absorption

either at 310 nm or 240 nm. The 310 nm band has been previously assigned2 to a

transition with the transition dipole moment oriented along the axis of the stacks, which

would explain its sensitivity to the plane of polarization. No assignment has yet been

made of the transition (or transitions) responsible for the 240 nm absorption which

would appear to be associated effectively with a close to isotropic transition dipole

moment.

All three types of sample gave relatively small microwave conductivity transients

when photoexcited at 310 nm. On decreasing the excitation wavelength, however, the

photoconductivity increased considerably reaching a maximum value in the 240 to 250

nm region. This is illustrated in Figure 7.3 by the wavelength-dependence of the product

of the quantum yield for charge carrier generation and the sum of the mobilities of the

charge carriers, <j>£p., which was determined from the measured maximum conductivity

following the pulse (see inset in Figure 7.3) and the known number of absorbed

photons.3'4 We conclude that excitation in the 310 nm absorption band does not result in

the formation of a significant yield of long-lived, mobile charge carriers. This is perhaps

surprising in view of the assignment of this band to an intrachain charge-transfer

transition. It would appear that if charge separation does occur at this wavelength, it

must be followed by rapid, i.e., sub-nanosecond, intrachain charge recombination.

Excitation in the higher energy band at close to 240 nm does, however, result in the

formation of relatively long-lived mobile charge carriers.
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Figure 7.3. The product ofthe quantum yieldfor charge carrier generation, (J>, and the

sum of the mobilities, Dp, vs. the excitation wavelength for the following alignment
combinations of PTFE and excitation light polarization: P^L_ (circles), P+L+

(squares), and P()L_ (triangles). The inset shows FP-TRMC conductivity transients for
240 nm excitation with the alignment combinations PJL_ (upper trace) and P+L+

(lower trace).

This could be due, at least in part, to an interchain transition or to the formation of

intrachain charge transfer excitations with a greater electron-hole separation distance,

and hence escape probability, than on 310 nm excitation.

Dramatically smaller photoconductivity transients were observed for samples with

the chain alignment perpendicular rather than parallel to the microwave electric field,

irrespective of whether the incident light was parallel or perpendicular to the direction of

alignment. This is illustrated in the inset in Figure 7.3 by transients obtained for the

combinations P_L_ and P+L+. For both conditions the optical densities, i.e., the fraction

of incident photons absorbed, were closely similar but the photoconductivity differed by

more than a factor of 20. This is further illustrated by the wavelength dependence of §L\i

for the two orientations shown in Figure 7.3.
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Table 7.1. Optical densities (OD) at 310 nm and 240 nm, and the product of the

quantum yield and mobility of charge carriers on 240 nm excitation, for different
orientations of the plane ofpolarization of the incident lightfor aligned and isotropic

films qf[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (Figure 7.1).

1li?ht. od310 od240 ^310r
polarization

zw

(10_3cm2/Vs)

P+ L. 0.18 0.40 0.13

L+ 1.19 0.37 0.24

L_ 0.83 0.36 5.6

L+ 0.18 0.40 3.1

L, 0.52 0.20 2.1

L+ 0.51 1.3 1.3

In Table 7.1 the values of <|>Ep, determined for 240 nm photoexcitation of the

aligned and non-aligned samples for all 6 different orientation combinations are given.

The anisotropy in the mobility of the charge carriers produced in the aligned samples,

A^, is given to a first approximation by the ratio of the sum of the values of §Z[i for the

P. sample to that for P+, i.e.,

wmp_L_i+4>mp_L+]} Eq (71)
U-
~

{<$>mP+ L_ ] + <J>2W+ L +1}

The value of A„ obtained from data in Table 7.1 is 24. Alternatively, the anisotropy in

the quantum yield for photogeneration of the charge carriers, A* is given by

^{^n[P_L_]+^ii[P+L+]} Eq (72)
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which results in A* -1.8

Despite the isotropic nature of the drop-cast sample, as indicated by the lack of

dependence of the optical density on orientation of the incident light, a significant

difference was observed in the photoconductivity of this sample for excitation with the

laser beam polarized parallel or perpendicular to the microwave electric field;

(|)Zp,[PuL_]/(|)Zu,[PoL+J = 1.6. This finding can be explained if longitudinal excitation of

the chains at 240 nm results in more efficient generation of charge carriers than

transverse excitation. In an isotropic sample this will result in preferential formation of

charge carriers on those chains which are oriented in the direction of the microwave

electric field for L_ excitation than for L+ excitation. As long as charge transfer between

neighboring chains does not occur rapidly and charge transport is highly anisotropic, as

shown by the aligned samples, this will result in an anisotropy, even in a sample in which

the chains are randomly oriented.

The fact that the value of A* determined for the aligned samples is close to the

value of the apparent anisotropy in the photoconductivity found for isotropic samples,

suggests that in the aligned samples there are possibly isotropic regions present. Only

approximately 5 % of the sample would have to consist of such non- or poorly aligned

regions to explain the results. If this is the case, then the actual value of the anisotropy in

the mobility in the aligned regions must be even higher than the value of 24 estimated

above.

A lower limit to the absolute value of the one-dimensional, intrachain mobility of

the charge carriers produced on excitation at 240 nm can be obtained from the value of

(|>Zu|P_L_J by taking the quantum yield to have its maximum value of unity. This results

in Sp.min = 5.6-10"3 cm2 /Vs. A value of Ep,min an order of magnitude larger than this has

been determined in pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC)

measurements on a bulk, polycrystalline sample of the same compound.1 This indicates

that either the quantum yield for photolytic formation of charge carriers at 240 nm is, in

fact, considerably less than unity, or that the intrachain order in the surface-grown films

is lower than in the organized domains of the precipitated, polycrystalline solid. In either

case, both experimental approaches yield mobility values which are comparable with
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those measured for conjugated polymers or discotic materials using the same techniques:

for example, values between 2.510"3cm2/Vs and 36-10"3cm2/Vs have been determined

for solid poly(phenylenevinylene) derivatives, and values between 2-10" cm /Vs and

25-10"" cm /Vs for the columnar mesophases of triphenylene derivatives.

Unfortunately, the TRMC technique is incapable of determining the sign of the charge of

the major carrier. However, measurements on field-effect transistors in which

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J was the transport layer, have indicated this to be the hole

(Chapter 8).'

In summary, we have shown that both the optical and the conductive properties of

PTFE-aligned films of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] are highly anisotropic with an anisotropy

in the charge mobility of a factor of at least 24 in favour of transport along the platinum

chains. Interestingly, photoexcitation in the highly anisotropic 310 nm optical absorption

band, which is assigned to an intrachain charge transfer transition, does not result in a

significant yield of long-lived charge carriers, presumably because of rapid (sub-

nanosecond) intrachain recombination. Absorption in the 240 nm band, which displays

negligible optical anisotropy, does, however, lead to mobile charge carrier generation. In

addition to confirming the high degree of alignment than can be achieved, the present

results further confirm the favorable semiconducting properties of this material, which

make it of potential use in molecular electronic devices.

7.2 Experimental

Uniaxially oriented PTFE layers were prepared on quartz glass slides following

procedures described in the literature.7 The quartz glass slides were cleaned with an air

plasma at ca. IO"5 mbar prior to deposition of 40 nm thick poly(tetrafluoroethylene)

(PTFE) layers using a friction-deposition apparatus (Tribotrack, Daca Instruments, Santa

Barbara, California) at a temperature of 300 °C, a velocity of 1 mm/s, and a pressure of

0.35 MPa. The freshly prepared, PTFE-coated slides were immersed in a solution of 20

mg of |Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4l in 10 ml of toluene at 80°C. The solution was allowed to

cool to room temperature on which [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4] crystallized onto the PTFE
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layer. The thickness of the films, determined with atomic force microscopy, was ca. 100

nm after immersion for 2 h.

Optical transmission and reflection spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer

Lambda 900 spectrophotometer equipped with polarizers and integrating sphere. The

optical density, OD, of the samples and the fraction of incident photons absorbed, FA,

were determined from the fraction of the incident light transmited (7t) and reflected (7r)

according to OD = -log,^/^ 1 -7r)] and FA l-(It +IT).

The flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity technique (FP-TRMC)

has been described elsewhere.3,4 Briefly, the coated quartz slides were placed in an X-

band (8.2-12.4 GHz) microwave cavity and were subjected to photoexcitation with a

single 3 ns pulses from a Coherent "Infinity" laser with a continuously variable

wavelength from 240 to 310 nm. The plane of polarization of the laser beam could be

rotated by 90°. The integrated incident intensity, Iq photons/cm2, was monitored using a

pyro-electric sensor ("Ultima Labmaster", Coherent). Changes in the conductivity of the

samples were measured by monitoring the change in the microwave power reflected by

the cavity with nanosecond time resolution. From the end-of-pulse value of the

conductivity and the known values of I0 and FA the product of the quantum yield of

charge carrier generation, <|>, and the sum of the charge carrier mobilities, Eu,, was

calculated.3,4 No transient photoconductivity was observed upon irradiation of a quartz

slide coated only with PTFE. The samples showed no indication of degradation during

the course of the measurements.
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8. "[Hot]-Water-Proof\ Semiconducting, Platinum-Based

Chain Structures: Processing, Products and Properties

8.1 Introduction

Realization of the often-made promise and much-heralded announcements of

mass-produced, low-cost "plastic electronics" based on semiconducting organic

materials requires, among other qualities, ease of processing, and, more importantly,

stability during fabrication and practical use of the final products. Virtually all organic

polymers and oligomers that are under current scrutiny for this purpose appear to suffer

from degradation upon exposure to oxygen and water, and, hence, require manufacturing

conditions, as well as packaging systems such as glass,2 that are prone to eliminate at

least some of their purported benefits. Here, we report on processing and properties of

(oriented) thin films, fibers and field-effect transistors (FETs), comprising

semiconducting, platinum-based chain-structures synthesized in aqueous media, that

were produced under ambient conditions from common organic solvents, and exposed-

without significant loss of performance-to white light and air for periods of time in

excess of 6 months. Remarkably, immersion of the FETs in water of 90 °C for more than

12 h did not deteriorate important device characteristics, but, in fact improved, for

instance, their ON-OFF switching ratios by a factor of ten and more.

Organic-inorganic hybrid materials recently have been proposed as possible

alternatives to organic semiconductors.3 Indeed, a number of interesting electronic

devices have been demonstrated with materials such as those based on organic tin(II)

iodide perovskites.3,4 Despite the beneficial fact that the synthesis and processing of

these species may be carried out under convenient conditions, these materials

unfortunately appear to suffer from environmental instability.5

Unlike the layered organic-inorganic hybrid materials mentioned above, the

semiconducting material in the present work has a quasi-one dimensional chain-structure

with a backbone of linearly arranged platinum atoms (Figure 8.1a). It is based on
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Magnus' green salt, [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4], which was described as long ago as 1828; an

excellent overview is available. The original salt and many subsequently produced

modifications thereof are characterized by a Pt-Pt distance that is typically between 0.32-

0.36 nm, depending on the derivative,8"10 as opposed to 0.277 nm in platinum metal.11

Unfortunately, these early Pt-compounds are virtually intractable and, as a result, have

found no practical applications. However, by carefully selecting the chemical structure

of the ligands, e.g. NH2R where R is a linear or branched alkyl group, (in analogy to

imparting tractability to, for instance, polyaniline ) it has proven possible to synthesize

soluble fPt(NH2R)4J[PtCl4J compounds.1"14 These have been shown to exhibit a

polymeric, quasi-linear Pt-chain structure even in solution and can actually be better

represented as ([Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4])n, with n varying between about 10 and 1000,

depending on the particular alkyl substituent. " As shown here, particularly beneficial

properties are found for the derivative in which R is (lS)-3,7~dimethyloctyl (dmoc).

Synthesis of compounds of the type [Pt(NH2R)4] [PtCl4] is trivial in that it requires

none of the special environments or particular precautions, such as exclusion of air and

water, often encountered for the synthesis of popular organic semiconductors. The

procedure comprises dissolving K2[PtCl4] in water, to which the selected amino-

compound is added (here (^-3,7-dimethyloctyl-l -amine) and, subsequently, another

equimolar quantity of K2[PtCl4], yielding the desired compound. The product is

extracted from the reaction mixture simply by dissolution in, for instance, hot toluene.1

fPt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4J thus obtained is a green, crystalline material that is thermally

stable in air up to > 130 °C (Figure 8.1b). (We note that the present X-ray diffraction

patterns presented here of this material differ from the one previously published; we

attribute the latter to that of a different polymorph of ([Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J)n in which

n is relatively low).

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] is highly soluble at moderately elevated temperatures

(-70-80 °C) in a variety of common organic solvents, including toluene, trichloroethane,

y>dichlorobenzene and xylene, from which the Pt-compound can conveniently be

recrystallized by cooling or evaporation of the solvent under ambient conditions.
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Figure 8.1. a) Schematic of the chemical structure of solution-processable,
semiconducting tetrakisf(S)-l-ammo-3, 7-dimethyloctane)platimum(II)

tctrachloroplatinate(H)), fPt(NH2dmoc)4][Pt(T4f. b) Wide-angle X-ray diffraction

patterns recorded (from 28 - 10 °) at the various temperatures indicated. In this

dynamic experiment, the crystalline order in the Pt-compound was observed to

irreversibly disappear at -130 °C.

This very desirable property makes it possible to readily form films, fibers (Figure 8.2a)

(by electrostatic spinning),15 blends with polymers, and other structures. Also, the

growth of highly oriented films of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4l was found to be a rather

trivial exercise. When glass slides covered with a friction-deposited transfer film of

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) were introduced as orienting substrates into a super¬

saturated toluene solution of the Pt-compound, it crystallized in the form of a film of an

extraordinary high degree of uniaxial orientation along the axis of the PTFE

macromolecules. From the very rich electron diffraction patterns of such films (Figure

8.2b) the Pt-Pt distance-also for the present crystal structure-was determined to be 0.31

nm, which is shorter than the spacing found in previously synthesized members of the

|Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] series8"10 and is closer to that in Pt metal.
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Spin-coating under ambient conditions yielded relatively amorphous films, as evidenced

by polarizing optical microscopy and X-ray analysis, due to the low rate at which the

complex process of self-ordering of the linear Pt-chains takes place.

UV-Vis spectra of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J films (Figure 8.3a) were dominated by

an absorption maximum at a wavelength X = 310 nm that was previously assigned to a

5dz2-6pz charge-transfer transition from the [PtCl4]2" to the [Pt(NH2R)4]2+ unit.7,10 The

films displayed a distinct bisignate (double-signature signal) Cotton effect, indicative of

strong excitonic coupling between the chromophores. Ultra-high chiral anisotropy

factors gabs (gabs= Ae/e of the same film at the same wavelength) of-0.11 and 0.10 were

determined for the first and second Cotton effect at X = 314 and 298 nm, respectively.

These values exceed those usually found for organometallic ' and organic

substances, ' including certain biomolecules that were reported to exhibit "giant"

circular dichroism.19

The bulk electrical conductivity at room temperature of compacted powder pellets

of the present [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] sample was 2.0-IO"7 S/cm, which is in the range of

10" -10" S/cm reported previously for many other quasi-one dimensional metal

compounds, e.g. iridium, gold, nickel, and platinum complexes including Magnus'

green salt itself,
21

as well as the material described previously.14 (It should be noted that

the electrical conductivity of Magnus' green salt can be significantly influenced by the

presence of impurities22). Reduction of the conductivity values by a factor of about 10

was recorded upon treatment of the material for 12 h in H20 at 90 °C. X-ray scattering

patterns of the latter materials showed no significant differences from those of the

untreated samples.

The intrinsic mobility of charge carriers in [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]rPtCl4] has been

determined using bulk samples with the pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave

conductivity technique (PR-TRMC).23 From the room temperature, transient radiation-

induced conductivity shown in Figure 8.3b, the one-dimensional mobility along the Pt-

chains is determined to be > 0.06 cm2/Vs. This compares favorably with values found for

7t-stacked discotic materials and Jt-bond conjugated polymers using the same

technique.23"25
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Figure 8.3. a) UV-Vis (dotted grey curve) and circular dichroism spectrum (solid curve)
of a 1 \i.m film of [Pt(NHydmoc)4][PtCl4] cast from toluene. The weaker absorption
band at longer wavelengths is responsible for the green color, and is attributed to

localized Pt d-d transitions, b) The transient change m conductivity, Aa, on irradiation

of a bulk sample with a 10 ns pulse of 3 MeV electrons detected by time-resolved

microwave conductivity at afrequency of 33.5 GHz. The conductivity is normalized to

the energy deposited in the sample, DJ,cm'3.23
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a h

ligure 8.4. Optical micrograph a) and schematic representation h) of a ihin-filin field-

effect transistor (h'li'I), produced under ambient conditions, comprising

jPt(NII2dmoc)4IJPlCI4l (aligned on highlv-ortented PI PL 3) as die active

semiconducting layer 4, vacuum-evaporated gold source dram electrodes 5, and an

n -doped silicon w etfer 1 w ilh a 200 nm thin oxide layer 2 as gaie and gate insulator,

res/>ec lively (channel length, L 70\xm, width, W I 5 mm, insulator capacitance. (\
16 nl'1 cm")

The mobility determined by PR-TRMC is the trap-free value, and is expected to

be close to the optimum value that could be achieved in a DC-device structure for a well-

organized layer of the semiconductor material between the electrodes. This has been

shown to be the case for time-of-flight measurements on the discotic material

hexakis( hexy IthioMripheny lene, and lor FET measurements on oc,<t>-

dihexylquatcrthiophcnc."6

Well-aligned, detect free layers of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]| PlCT4 | would approach

mobilities ol -0.1 cnr/Vs. These compounds would ultimately be capable of sustaining

current densities and switching times comparable with Ihc best molecular

semiconductor materials presently in use or proposed.

Simple, field-effect transistors comprising [Pt(NH2dmoe)4]|PtCl4] as the active

semiconductor layer were produced under ambient conditions m air. with both highly

oriented films grown onto PTFE orientation layers, and isotropic, spin-coated films of

the Pt compound (Figure 8.4 and 8.5). Devices in which the Pt-chain structures were

aligned parallel to the current transport direction exhibited p-typc transisloi action with

field-eftcct mobilities on the order ot 10""-10"" cnr/Vs. Wc attribute this to injection of
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holes into the valence band which is based on the Pt d,i -orbitals and is therefore

delocalized along the polymer axis. In contrast, we were not able to obtain n-type

operation. The observation of clean transistor device operation in this material is

remarkable, as it demonstrates that the level of mobile ionic impurities in

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] is sufficiently low that the formation of an accumulation layer of

field-induced charge carriers at the active semiconductor/dielectric interface is possible.

We note that no detectable differences were observed between as-prepared devices and

those stored at ambient atmosphere and light for periods up to 6 months.

In as-prepared devices a relatively high film (bulk) conductivity on the order of

10"7S/cm was observed (Figure 8.5a,d), limiting the ON-OFF current ratio of the

transistors to less than 10 (inset in Figure 8.5a). Unpackaged transistors were immersed

in water at a temperature of up to 90 °C (Figure 8.6) for a period of 12 h and more,

followed by drying under vacuum for 12 h. For selected samples, this procedure was

repeated twice. Afterwards, a decrease of the film conductivity by more than one order

of magnitude was observed, resulting in an increase of the ON-OFF current ratio

to >10 -10- (inset Figure 8.5b) and suggesting a removal of ionic impurities by the water

"washing" (Figure 8.6). Most remarkably, the transistor devices showed no evidence of

degradation, demonstrating the extraordinary stability of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] (Figure

8.5b,c). A small decrease of the field-effect mobility was noted upon water exposure,

which is explained by a direct relationship between the field-effect mobility p pEj and

the film conductivity a of the form Pfej * °a (a ~ 0-7) (Figure 8.5d). A similar

relationship had previously been observed for doped, amorphous conjugated polymer

semiconductors,27 in which an increase of dopant concentration, i.e. bulk conductivity,

enhances the hopping rate between transport sites. The observed small reduction in

mobility is therefore not a sign of material degradation, but is entirely consistent with the

reduction in film conductivity. It also indicates that, in contrast to the more microscopic

PR-TRMC measurements, the mobility observed in FET devices is still limited by

transport in disordered regions of the film, presumably grain boundaries.
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Figure 8.5 a) Transfer characteristics ofas-produced device, b) Characteristics ofthe

same device, but storedfor 12 h in water at 80 "C. Insets: Corresponding logarithmic
plots, c) Output characteristics offhot-Jwater-treatedFETs, comprising highly oriented

(graph) and spin-coated, unoriented (inset) [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtC.l4] active layers, d)
Relationship offield-effect mobility, \XfET, and conductivity, a, as determinedfrom FET
device characteristics, a M'as derived from the output characteristics,

a = ((L Wt)-(IS(t(Va ~ 0V)/Vs(f)) with 1, the thickness ofactive, semiconducting layer.

Squares and triangles represent data taken for FETs based on aligned

IPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4J with the channel parallel to Pt-chains: open squares, as-

prepared devices; solid black symbols, devices of different batches after various

temperature and kinetic studies, but before H20-bath; solid blue symbols, devices after
hot-water treatment. Open black circles are data points for devices with channel

perpendicular to chains, before water storage; open blue circles: spin-coated device,

after water treatment. For comparison, the power-law relationship collected by Brown

et al." for various amorphous organic semiconductor FETs is also included (red

curve).
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is

m*

Figure 8.6. Picture of an array of S thm-film field-effect transistors produced under

ambient conditions comprising fPt(\'H'idmoe)4ffPt('l4j as active layer (aligned on

Inghh-oriental Pill) immersed m water at SO °( the de\ues did not lose their

performant e upon w ater w ashing for 12 h

We suspect that if the above suggested ongin ol the improvement oi the 1-LIs b\

'washing' is conect (Figure 8 6), this pioceduie may be advantageous also loi other

semiconductor

Mobilities obtained loi devices pioduced with the channel perpendicular to the

oriented jPt(NH-,dmoc)4|[PlC!4j molecules, and lor those devices pioduced by spm-

coaling ol an isotiopic active layei onto Si/Siü2 watet s void oi PTFE onentation layeis,

weie found to be two and thicc oidcis of magnitude lower than the above values,

respectively (ct mset Figuie 8 5c) This finding once again illustiates the impoitance ol

acquiimg contiol ol the structural ordei in the active semiconductor layer, which is

readily achieved toi this Pt-chain compound

Many technological applications ol solution-based thin-hlm transistors, such as

înlegialed logic circuits"
~ and active-matrix displays, lecjune mobilities ol
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10" -10"z cnr/Vs or higher and ON-OFF current ratios exceeding IO5, which have been

achieved in devices comprising organic semiconducting polymers such as poly(3-

hexylthiophene) or polyfluorene derivatives (e.g. poly(fluorene-co-bithiophene). '

Under optimized conditions, the latter are reported to display mobilities up to 0.1 cm /Vs

and 0.02 cm2/Vs, respectively. The PR-TRMC for the intrinsic mobility for the Pt-

compound implies that further improvements in device performance may be achieved by,

for example, additional purification, ordering of the present material and optimization of

the device design. The extraordinarily simple and versatile synthesis (which permits easy

incorporation of additional functionalities), convenient processability, or outstanding

resistance to relatively harsh environmental conditions, combined with the not-

prohibitive cost of the principal starting material (estimated to be about one-fifth of that

of substituted poly(phenylene vinylenes) and pentacene), could make compounds of the

type of the present [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] the material of choice for certain "sloppy"

electronic products.

8.2 Methods

Material. A detailed description of the synthesis of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] was

presented in Chapter 2. In the present case the reaction time was 12 h instead of 30 min

employed in the previous synthesis, which, as noted above, led to a material of a

different polymorph. Characterization of the compound was carried out in the standard

manner as described in Chapter 2.

Characterization. Time-resolved, variable temperature wide-angle X-ray

scattering (WAXS) experiments were performed on the BM26B DUBBLE beam-line of

the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. The data were

collected with a curved micro-strip gas chamber detector positioned such that its center

of curvature coincided with the sample position, and in time frames of 10 s. Reflections

of the oc-phase of isotactic polypropylene recorded at a wavelength of 0.154 nm were

used to calibrate the detector. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] powder was sandwiched between

mica sheets and enclosed in a small aluminum sample holder (used for differential

scanning calorimetry), which was placed in a modified Linkam THMS 600 hot-stage

equipped with a TMS-92 controller. A heating rate of 5 °C/min was used. Optical
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microscopy was carried out with a Leica DMRX polarizing microscope, equipped with a

Mettler Toledo FP82 HT hot stage. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was

performed with a Philips CM300 instrument operated at 200 kV under low-dose

conditions selected to avoid reduction of the Pt-compounds to elemental platinum.

Scanning probe microscope images were recorded in air in the contact mode with a

Nanoscope E instrument (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, Calif.), which was

calibrated with muscovite mica. UV-vis spectroscopy and circular dichroism

measurements were carried out on films of a thickness of about 1 u,m cast onto quartz

glass; a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 instrument and Jasco J-600 spectropolarimeter were

employed. Bulk conductivities were measured on pressed pellets by determining the DC

resistance with two contacts clamped on each side of pressed pellets of 2 mm thickness

and 10 mm diameter.

Processing. Thin films of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] were generally prepared by

casting or spin-coating (500 rpm, 300 s (Fairschield Technologies 1001)), from solutions

comprising, respectively 0.2 and 2.0 % w/w of the compound in toluene, and which were

prepared by heating at 80 °C for 30 min after which a clear, green solution was obtained.

Oriented growth of films of the Pt-compound was effectuated by immersing a glass

substrate coated with a friction-deposited, thin layer of PTFE16 at room temperature into

a super-saturated solution of the material, prepared by dissolving 0.2 % w/w of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] in toluene at 80 °C. After approximately 2 h, a film of a

thickness of about 100 nm had formed, remarkably, solely onto the PTFE-coated area.

Electrostatic-spinning was carried out according to standard techniques15 by applying a

voltage of 10 kV over an electrode immersed into a capillary containing a hot 45 % w/w

solution of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] in toluene and a ground plate, resulting in moderately

oriented filaments of the Pt-compound of lengths up to 5 mm and cross-sectional

dimensions in the range from 0.1 -2 p.m. One set of field-effect transistors was assembled

by depositing thin, aligned [Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4] films on PTFE-coated Si(n++)/Si02

wafers. Two gold, charge-injecting ohmic source-drain contacts were evaporated on top

of the semiconducting film using a shadow mask. For comparison, another set of devices

comprising spin-coated films was fabricated from a 2 % w/w toluene solution. All device

characteristics were determined with a semi-conductor parameter analyzer HP 4I45B at
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room temperature. Charge carrier mobilities U-fej were extracted from the respective

transfer characteristics (Figure 8.5a,b) employing the relation:31

where Isd is the source-drain current (saturation regime), Vg and Vsd are gate and source-

drain voltage, respectively, Cj, the insulator capacitance, W and L the channel width and

length, and, V0, the turn-on voltage (see inset Figure 8.5b).
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9. Appendix

9.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, the synthesis and characterization of additional novel Magnus' salt

derivatives with mono,-as well as bidentate ligands is reported. Moreover layer-by-layer

deposition of Magnus'green salt on smooth surfaces is discussed. In section 9.2 the

preparation of compounds with the formula [Pt(NH2dmoc)4lfPtBr4] and

[Pt(NH2R)4][PtCl4] where R refers to (^-l-amino-2-methylheptane (hept), 11-

aminoundecanoic acid (undec), and 2-aminofluorene (amfl), respectively, is presented.

The platinum compounds with bidentate ligands have the formula [PtL2][Pt(MNT)2|,

[PtL2][Pt(DMIT)2], [PtL2][Pt(MNT)2], and [PtL2][Pt(DMIT)2], where L represents

phenanthroline (phe) or 4,4-dimethyl-2,2,-dipyridyl (byp), and MNT and DMIT are

maleodinitrilethiolate and dimercaptoisothiolate ligands respectively. In Sections 9.3 and

9.4 the results and discussion about the characterization of the novel Magnus 'salt

derivatives with mono and bidentate ligands are respectively reported. Finally in section

9.5 some general results and conclusions on a layer-by-layer assembling process of

Magnus'green salt are discussed.

9.2 Experimental

Chemical Substances. K2[PtBr4] was obtained from ABCR Karlsruhe

(Germany), K2[PtCl4] was purchased from Johnson Matthew, Zürich (Switzerland); 11-

aminoundecanoic acid, 2-aminofluorene and (lV)-l(-)amino-2-methylheptane were

obtained from Fluka and Aldrich, Buchs (Switzerland), respectively.

(NBu4)2[Pt(MNT)2] was prepared following procedures described in the literature.1

[Pt(phe)2]Cl2 and [Pt(byp)2]Cl2 were synthesized as previously reported."

(NBu4)2[Pt(DMIT)2] was purchased from TCI Japan. Polyvinyl alcohol)

(Mw = 100 000 g/mol) was obtained from Polysciences, Eppelheim, Germany.

Characterization. The elemental contents of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur

and chlorine were analyzed by the microelemental service of the Laboratorium für

Organische Chemie at ETH Zürich. The elemental analysis data are given in % w/w, and

the calculated values are reported in parenthesis. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and
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differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed with equipment from Netzsch

(TG 209 and DSC 200, respectively) under nitrogen atmosphere at heating rates of 10

°C/min. IR spectra were taken with CsCl pellets on a Bruker IFS 66v spectrometer, UV/

VIS spectra on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer, and X-ray diffraction

(XRD) patterns on a Siemens D 5000 using Cu-Ka radiation of 1.54 Â wavelength. For

optical microscopy, a Leica DMRX microscope equipped with two polarizers and a

Mettler Toledo FP82 HT hot stage was used. For the determination of the electrical

resistance, pressed pellets of 10 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness were enclosed in a

Teflon cylinder equipped with electrodes contacting both sides of the pellets.

Synthesis of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4], [Pt(NH2hept)4J[PtCl4] and

[Pt(NH2amfl)4][PtCl4]. One solution containing 1 g (1.70 mmol) of K2[PtBr4] and two

solutions containing lg (2.40 mmol) of K2[PtCl4] in 20 ml of water respectively, were

heated at 60 °C. To these solutions, 1.0 ml (6.80 mmol) of (S)-\ -amino-3,7-

dimethyloctane, 1.5 ml of (e^-l-amino-2-methylheptane and 1.75 g (9.6 mmol) of 2-

aminofluorene (previously dissolved in 5 ml DMSO) were respectively added and the

reaction mixtures were left under stirring at 60 °C. After 1 h, the reaction mixtures,

which consisted of a yellow viscous organic phase and a clear aqueous phase, were

allowed to cool to room temperature. In order to dissolve the viscous organic phases

containing the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]Cl2, [Pt(NH2hept)4]Cl2 and the [Pt(NH2amfl)4JCl2

products, 1.5 ml of toluene were added in the first two cases and 10 ml of DMSO were

added in the last case. In the second step of the reaction stoichiomentric amounts of

K2[PtBr4] and K2[PtCl4] were added at 25° C to the three solutions prepared in the first

step. In the case of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4], a green product started to form after few

minutes, but only after several hours (10) the reaction was quantitative, (yield: 68 % (679

mg)). The elemental analysis revealed the following contents: C 36.46 (35.99), H 6.91

(6.64), N 4.22 (4.20), Br 23.94 (23.94). In the case of the synthesis of

[Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4], the product did not precipitate immediately but only upon

addition of 100 ml of hexane a whitish product was collected (yield: 35 % (350 mg); C

34.09 (33.87), H 6.72 (6.90), N 5.57 (5.64), CI 14.21 (14.28)). The

[Pt(NH2amfl)4][PtCl4] compound precipitated immediately as a greyish product (yield:

50 % (500 mg); C 48.76 (49.69), H 3.53 (3.53), N 4.33 (4.33), CI 11.56 ( 11.28)).
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Synthesis of [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4]. 2 g (4.82 mmol) of K2[PtCl4l were heated

in 20 ml of water at 60 °C. 19.4 g (96.38 mmol) of 11-aminoundecanoicacid (undec)

were dissolved in 100 ml of aqueous 0.1 M KOH (5.62 g, 100 g H20 pH -1 1). The

reaction mixture of the (undec) was stirred at 60 °C until a clear solution was obtained

and subsequently added to the K2[PtCl4] solution. After 3 h, the reaction mixture, which

consisted of a clearer yellow organic phase and a colorless aqueous phase, was allowed

to cool to room temperature. In the pH range 2-4, i.e. upon addition of (150 ml) 1.2 M

HCl, [Pt(NH2undec)4]Cl2 was isolated as white precipitate. Elemental analysis revealed

the following contents: C 48.80 (49.33), H 8.66 (8.59), N 5.04 (5.23), CI 6.34 (6.62).

Thereafter 0.3875 g (0.945 mmol) of K2[PtCl4] in 20 ml of water was added to a solution

of 1 g (0.932 mmol) [Pt(NH2undec)4]Cl2 previously dissolved in acetic acid at 60 °C.

Immediately, a pink product formed, (yield: 68 % (850 mg); C 39.34 (39.52), H 8.59

(8.66), N 4.09 (4.19), CI 10.40 (10.61)).

Synthesis of [Pt(phen)2](PF6)2] and of [Pt(byp)2](PF6)2]. 78 mg ( 1.74 mmol) of

[Pt(phen)]Cl2 and 80 mg ( 1.8 mmol) of [Pt(byp)]Cl2 were suspended in 200 ml of water,

and an excess of phen 0.7 g (3.53 mmol) and of byp (0.7 mg, 3.5 mmol) was respectively

added to the two suspensions which were left for 18 h under reflux at 110 °C until clear

yellow solutions formed. In fact, as described in the literature the in situ-formed

[Pt(phen)2Cl2J and [Pt(byp)JCl2 salts are soluble at this temperature in water. In order to

precipitate these platinum complexes, a stoichiomentric amount of sodium

hexafluoroposphate (NaPF6) salt was added. Upon addition of NaPF6 the yellow

[Pt(phen)2](PF6)2 and the yellow [Pt(byp)2](PF6)2 complexes formed. The elemental

analysis data of rPt(phen)2](PF6)2 revealed the following contents: C 34.85 (34.10), H

2.05 (1.91), N 4.71 (4.63), P 7.25 (7.33), F 26.80 (26.97) and a yield of 35 % (430 mg)

was obtained, whereas for [Pt(byp)2](PF6)2: C 34.71 (33.72), H 3.08 (3.06), N 6.50

(6.23) and a yield of 25 % (400 mg).
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Synthesis of lPt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2], [Pt(byp)2] [Pt(DMIT)2],

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] and [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2]. Two solutions containing 0.2 g

(0.26 mmol) of lPt(phen)2](PF6)2 and two solutions containing 0.2 g (0.23 mmol) of

[Pt(byp)2](PF6)2 in 5 ml of DMF were prepared at 60 °C. To these solutions, 0.246 g

(0.260 mmol) of (NBu4)2[Pt(DMIT)2], 0.200 g (0.20 mmol) and 0.340 g (0.345 mmol)

of (NBu4)2[Pt(MNT)2J dissolved in 5 ml of acetone, were respectively added. A black

precipitate formed after few minutes in the case of fPt(phen)2l[Pt(DMIT)2] (yield of 85

% (254 mg)),whereas a deep green precipitate formed in the case of

LPt(byp)2J[Pt(DMIT)2J (yield 80 % (202 mg)). The elemental analysis revealed the

following contents in the case of [Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2]: C 31.52 (31.24), H 1.41

(1.64), N 4.85 (4.90), S 28.05 (28.02). For [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2J: C 31.40 (31.32), H

2.30 (2.20), N 4.66 (4.87), S 27.82 (27.85). The [Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] and the

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] compounds were collected as brownish and deep red-violet solid

respectively. A yield of 65 % (134 mg) was obtained for [Pt(phen)2l[Pt(MNT)2l and

from the elemental analysis: C 37.53 (37.28), H 1.60 (1.56), N 10.71 (10.87), S 12.22

(12.44). For [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] the obtained yield was of 80 % (254 mg) and the

elemental analysis gave the following contents: C 37.50 (37.10), H 2.55 (2.31), N 10.45

(10.78), S 12.50(12.06).

Preparation of composites of bidentate platinum compound and polytvinyl

alcohol) (PVA). For the preparation of the platinum complex-PVA films, typically 5 mg

of the platinum compound were first dissolved in 3 ml DMSO at 110 °C for 30 min.

Polyvinyl alcohol) (PVA), (Polyscience, Mw = 100,000)3 was dissolved in 49 ml of

water at 60 °C under reflux. The two solutions were combined at 100 °C for 5 minutes.

The resulting solution was poured into a poly(methylmethacrylate) Petri dish (diameter

9 cm) and a slight stream of air was conducted over the dish during 4 days, whereupon

composite films formed which could readily be retrieved.

9.3 Results and Discussion

The novel synthesized [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] exhibit a green color indicating an

analogy in structure and physical properties to [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4l as well as to the

Magnus' green salt. The other compounds, [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4l,
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|Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] and [Pt(NH2amfl)4][PtCl4] showed a white, pink and greyish

color respectively and their physical properties differed significantly from the green

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] platinum compound presented in Chapter 2.

Solid-State Properties of [Pt(NH2dmoc4][PtBr4]. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtBr4]

exhibited the color of Magnus' green salt. The Pt-Pt spacing was determined to be 3.10,

3.24 Â (Chapter 6), i.e., [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] appears to be isostructural to Magnus'

salt derivatives such as [Pt(NH3)][PtBr4], [Pt(NH2CH3)4J[PtBr4l, and

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4]. The UV/Vis spectrum of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] film

deposited on quartz glass from toluene solution showed a pronounced absorption

maximum (A.max) at a wavelength of 310 nm, which was attributed to a transition of the

d.Li orbital of the [PtBr4]2" to the pz orbital of the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l2+ unit. The compound

dissolved in toluene resulting in a green solution, and UV/Vis spectra displayed an

absorption band at 590 nm (e = 280 M"'cm"'). In chloroform solutions, the compound

was also green and in UV/Vis spectra two bands were observed at 310 nm (e = 9077 M"

"cm"1) and at 580 nm (e = 267 M^cm"1). Solid [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] was biréfringent

when observed under crossed polarizers, indicating a crystalline nature of the material,

which was confirmed by powder wide-angle X-ray diffraction. The pattern of

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] was complex and we could not find a reasonable fit to a simple

lattice, but it showed some analogies with the wide-angle X-ray diffraction spectrum of

the [Pt(NH2dmoc)4|[PtCl4] in so far as there were two strong reflections at 26 = 8° and

4°, which were also observed in the diffraction spectrum of |Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4], as

shown in Chapters 2 and 8.

Table 9.1 contains infrared (IR) frequencies of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4J and, for

comparison, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] and [Pt(NH3)4][PtBr4]. The signals associated with

the amine and alkyl groups were visible in the expected regions. The Pt-N stretching

vibrations were weak in all compounds, and v(Pt-N) of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] was not

visible. The Pt-Br stretching vibration of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] appeared at 223 cm"1

which is slightly lower compared to the frequencies of unperturbed vibrations in

[Pt(NH3)4l[PtBr4] (close to 233 cm"1) or to that of [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] (close to 231 cm"1)

(see Chapter 2).
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Table 9.1. IRfrequencies (cm'1) ofcompounds related to Magnus
'

green salt; hept - 2-

methylheptyl, dmoc - (S)-3,7-dimethyloctyl.

8

v v S (CH2) y y
,n ^^

v
8

(CH3)

Compound
(NH) (C H) ^^

g

{C^ (pt N)
v(Pt-Cl)

(ptBr)

[Pt(NH3)4][PtBr4] 231

3238 2960 1569 1472 720 223

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4l 2927 1597 1436

2850 1355

K2[PtBr4] 233

[Pt(NH2dmoc)4J[PtCl4] 3236 2956 1569 1467 727 625 303

3193 2926 1597 1383

2868 1366

[Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4J 3234 2955 1547 1469 720 320

2921 1598

2849

In the temperature range between -80 and 200 °C, DSC thermograms revealed an

irreversible endothermic peak at 140 °C which was due to simultaneous melting and

decomposition as evident from optical microscopy. Mass loss in thermogravimetric

analysis began at ca. 180 °C. After heating to 900 °C, the residual mass was -25.0 % of

the original mass. This is slightly below the initially present platinum content of 29.2 %.

The electrical conductivity of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] at room temperature was found to

be 2-10"8 S/cm.

Solutions. While Magnus' green salt and most of its derivatives are largely

insoluble in water and organic solvents, (Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] is soluble in several hot

organic solvents. [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] was insoluble in cold and hot acetone, water,

or methanol. The platinum complex dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) or dimethyl

formamide (DMF) but decomposed within a few hours as indicated by a color change to

yellow. Green solutions of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] could be obtained in hot chloroform,

dichloromethane, toluene, p-dichlorobenzene, or o-xylene. After evaporation of the

respective solvents, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] was reobtained as indicated by IR spectra,
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i.e. the complex did not decompose in those solvents under the applied conditions. Best

solubility was found in toluene and p-xylene; dissolution proceed slowly at room

temperature, while at 80 °C dissolution was complete within a few minutes. Upon

cooling to room temperature, toluene or o-xylene solutions remained homogeneous for a

few hours but then [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]|PtBr4] slowly precipitated. In chloroform,

p-dichlorobenzene and dichloromethane precipitation was very fast upon cooling from

the respective boiling temperatures to room temperature. Freshly prepared solutions in

hot toluene did not show birefringence after cooling to room temperature up to 20 % w/w

of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4J in contrast to 50 % w/w solutions, probably due to

crystallization of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] as a result of its limited solubility. Cooling

from 80 °C to - 78 °C did not induce any visible changes in toluene solutions observed in

a microscope for samples in concentrations of 1-20 % w/w. In the range of 2-5 % w/w

the solutions separated in a solvent and a gel-like phase upon cooling from 80 °C to room

temperature. The phase separation persisted at room temperature for several days. A

homogeneous toluene solution was obtained again when the samples were heated at 80

°C. Upon heating to 80 °C, a viscous solution formed (with concentration > 5 %) which

solidified upon cooling to -78 °C. At room temperature a phase separated solution was

observed. Below 2 % w/w no phase separation was observed at room temperature.

Spherulitic structures developed when a film of a 5 or 10 % w/w [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4]

solution was quenched from 80 °C to room temperature. After several days, the presence

of aggregated crystals was also observed. Upon cooling from 80 °C to 70 °C and

subsequent solvent evaporation at 70 °C, more regular spherulites emerged. Spherulites

are typical morphologies for many polymers, which is therefore in agreement with a

behavior of LPt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] as a polymer-like chain.

Preparation of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtBr4] films. 20 mg of [Pt(NH2dmoc)4]LPtBr4l

were completely dissolved after 30 min in 10 ml of toluene at 80 °C. Freshly prepared

PTFE-covered quartz glass slides were immersed in the hot solution. The heating bath

was removed and the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature.
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Figure 9.1. Optic al miciograph of a film of [Pl(^lH^dmoe) 4ffPlBr4f grow n onto quartz

glass slides cenered with an uniaxial!) oriented PHI Unci Ihc sample was placed
bet» cell crossed polarizers at an angle of 45 betw ecu the orientation axis of the P11 I

laxet and the polarization axes ofthe polanzets (indicated w ith en row sj

Upon cooling the jPKNHodmoc^HPtB^l, staited to ciystalhze along the oi rented

PTFF layei Figuie 9 ! shows an optical miciograph ol a [Pt(NH2dmoc)4||PlBi4l film

placed between ciossed polanzcrs at an angle of 45 between the orientation axis of the

PTFE layers and the polaii/ation axes of the polarize!s

Blight paialicl stnps ot the platinum compound in the direction ol the PTFF

oncntation axis demonstiate that the compound was highl) birelttngent (the PI I ! -

coated substrates were too thin to display any birefringence under the same obscivation

conditions) When the oncntation axis of the PTFE was paialicl to one of the polarize!s

die incident light was neaily extinguished f his dependency ol the ttansmitted light

intensity on the position ot the films with îcspect to the polaii/ation axes ol the

polan/ers indicates that the ctystalh/ed |Pt(NH2clmoc4)]jPtBr4] was highly onented i e

the growth direction of the molecules assembling in to a ciystal was ditected by the

PTf F sut face stiucture The clcctncal conductivity m the diicction ol the platinum

anays in onented lilms of iPt(NH2dmoc4)||PtBr4l ol 10
7
S/cm was se\eial oidets of

magnitude laigei than that perpendiculai to the oncntation axis 10 S/cm Ihc

conductivity ol isotiopic samples, 2 10
h
S/cm lays between the values of the ditfeiently

onented samples
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Solid-State Properties of [Pt(NH2hept)4]fPtCl4]. [Pt(NH2hept)4l(PtCl4]

exhibited a white color which is unusual for a Magnus' salt type compound. The UV/Vis

spectrum of solid [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4] deposited on quartz glass from toluene solution

did not show an absorption maximum (A,max) in the UV/Vis range The infrared (IR)

frequencies of [Pt(NH2hept)4]fPtCl4] are reported in Table 9.1. The signals associated

with the amine and alkyl groups appeared in the expected regions except the v(Pt-N)

which was not visible. The Pt-Cl stretching vibrations in [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4] appeared

at 320 cm"1.

An irreversible endothermic transition upon heating at 123 °C was observed in the

DSC thermogram. Mass loss in TGA began at ca. 130 °C. After 220 °C, the residual

mass remained constant at ~25 % of the original mass. This is below the initially present

amount of platinum content of 29.3 %. An electrical conductivity of -10"9 S/cm was

found for [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4] which is low compared to other Magnus' salt type

compounds.

Solutions. [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4] was soluble at room temperature in acetone and

methanol. The platinum complex dissolved, under decomposition, in THF or DMF.

Greenish solutions of [Pt(NH2hept)4][PtCl4] could be obtained in hot chloroform,

dichloromethane, toluene, p-dichlorobenzene, or xylene. After evaporation of the

respective solvents, [Pt(NH2dmoc)4l[PtCl4] was reobtained as detected by IR

spectroscopy, i.e. the complex did not decompose in those solvents under the applied

conditions.

Solid-State Properties of [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCI4]. [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] did

exhibit a pink color. The UV/Vis spectrum of LPt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] in 0.01 M

potassium hydroxide solution showed two pronounced absorption maxima (A,max) at a

wavelengths of 329 nm and 388 nm.

Infrared (IR) data of [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] are reported in Table 9.2. The Pt-N

stretching vibration was weak and not visible. The Pt-Cl stretching vibration appeared at
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318 cm"1. The signals associated with the v(C=0) and the v(COO-H) stretching

vibration appeared at 1719 cm"1 and at 3204 cm"1 respectively.

DSC thermograms of [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] showed a first irreversible

endothermic transition at 130 °C and a second stronger endothermal transition at 140 °C.

Mass loss in thermogravimetric analysis began at ca. 200 °C. After 450 °C, the residual

mass remained constant at 30.0 % of the original mass. The electrical conductivity was ~

10"9S/cm.

Solutions. [Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4l was insoluble in cold and hot acetone, water,

methanol, chloroform, and dichloromethane. The platinum complex was slightly soluble

in hot THF or DMF, toluene, and acetic acid. Best solubility was found for

[Pt(NH2undec)4l[PtCl4] in basic solution, e.g. 0.01 M (KOH) upon heating at 60 °C for

30 min.

Table 9.2. IR Frequencies (in cm) of compounds related to Magnus
'

green salt;

undec— undecanoic acid..

[Pt(NH2undec)4][PtCl4] undec [Pt(NH2undec)4l(Cl2)

v(C=0) 1719 1730 1719

v(COO-H) 3204 3333 3200

v(N-H)

v(N-H)
3134 3300 3105

3179

v(C-H)
2922

2851

2923

2849

2919

2849

6YNH2) 1589 1643 1598

8(CH2)

8(CH3)

1468

1435

1481

1368

1468

1400

Y(CH2) 724 726 721

v(Pt-Cl) 318
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9.4 Characterization of platinum complexes with bidentate ligands.

The assignment of the IR bands of [Pt(phen)2JLPt(MNT)2],

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2J, [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2], and [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2] was

performed with the help of related substances reported in the literature/ Table 9.3 and

Table 9.4 contain infrared (IR) frequencies of the above described compounds and for

comparison also the IR data of [Pt(phen)2(PF6)2l, [Pt(byp)2(PF6)2], (NBu4)2[Pt(MNT)2J

and (NBu4)2[Pt(DMIT)2]. The position of the signals associated with the v(Pt-S)

stretching vibration in the novel synthesized compounds are comparable to that of signal

of the (NBu4)2rPt(MNT)2J and (NBu4)2[Pt(DMIT)2], Moreover the signals of the (C=C)

bonds of the (phen), (NBu4)2[Pt(MNT)2] and (byp) units were clearly visible and

appeared in the expected regions for all the compounds.

Table 9.3. IR Frequencies (in cm'1) of [Ptfahe^jffPtCMNT)^, fPt(byp),]fPt(MNT)f,
(NBii4)2 [Pt(MNT)2J, [Pt(phen)2]PF6r [Pt(byp)2f(PF6)2.

Compound
v(C-H)
aromatic

v(CN) v(C=C) v(Pt-S)

(NBu4)2 [Pt(MNT)2] 2208 1479 332

318

[Pt(phen)2]PF6 3067

3080

1436

1616

1522

1580

rPt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] 3066 2183 1453 334

3081 1607

1530

1590

318

[Pt(byp)2)(PF6)2 3085

3142

1623

1451

1490

1593

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] 3074 2198 1624 333

3142 1490

1476

1446

320
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Table 9.4. IR Frequencies (in cm'1) oflPtfrhenJrffPtfDMlTJrf, [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)],
(NBuJ2 [Pt(DMIT)2l, [Pt(phen)2IPF6 fPt(byp)2f(PF6)2.

Compound
V(C"H)

v(C=C) v(Pt-S)
aromatic

(NBu4)2 [Pt(DMIT)2l 1479 468

353

323

tPt(phen)2lPF6 3067 1436

3040 1616

1522

1580

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2] 3066 1453 469

1604 354

1581 321

1518

[Pt(byp)2](PF6)2 3085 1623

3142 1451

1490

1593

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2J 3060 1620 470

1490 355

1476 323

1446

Thermal behavior. All the synthesized Magnus'salt derivatives with bidentate

ligands resulted to be very stable in the temperature range between 25 and 2-300 °C

compared to the compounds with linear alkyl chains presented in Chapter 2, 3 and in

section 9.2 of this Chapter. The DSC thermogram of the [Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2]

compound revealed, in fact, an irreversible endothermic transition at 320 °C with a

previous decomposition at 220 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed that a

mass loss of - 20 % took place at 290 °C. At 900 °C the remained residual mass was

40.0% of the original mass. The [Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] compound showed a significant

mass loss in TGA only at - 420 °C with a maximum loss at 512 °C. The residual mass at

900 °C remained constant at - 60 % of the original mass. The DSC thermogram revealed

an irreversible endothermic peak at ca. 500 °C with a previously decomposition peak at

325 °C.
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The TGA analysis of the [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2l compound revealed a mass loss of

25 % at 300 °C followed by a further mass loss of 10 % at 458 °C. In the DSC

thermogram an irreversible endothermic peak at ~ 450 °C with a previous decomposition

at 300 °C was observed. The [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2] compound resulted to be stable, as

presented from TGA analysis, up to a temperature of 286 °C in correspondence of which

a mass loss of 20 % was observed. The DSC analysis revealed an irreversible

endothermic transition at 300 °C.

Electrical conductivity. The electrical conductivity at room temperature of

|Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] and [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] resulted to be < IO"9 S/cm. For

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2] the electrical conductivity was 4.2-IO"6 S/cm and 1.4-10"5 S/cm

for [Pt(byp)2l[Pt(DMIT)2]. Activation energies of 0.23 and 0.16 eV were calculated for

|Pt(phen)2Pt(DMIT)2] and [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2l, respectively.

Solutions. [Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2l, [Pt(byp)2J lPt(DMIT)2J,

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2l and [Pt(byp)2J[Pt(MNT)2] were insoluble in cold and hot

acetone, water, methanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF), chloroform, dichloromethane, toluene,

p-dichlorobenzene, or xylene. The platinum complexes dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO), dimethyl formamide (DMF) and 1-methyl-pyrrolidone, each at elevated

temperatures (110 °C) after 30 min.

UV/Vis. [Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2], |Pt(phen)2|[Pt(MNT)2| and

fPt(byp)2J[Pt(DMIT)2] showed a pronounced absorption maximum (Xmax) at a

wavelength of 454 (e = 13100 M'W), 475 (e = 3000 M^cm"1), and 450 nm (e =

17640 M^cm"1) respectively. [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] showed two pronounced absorption

maxima (Xm.M) at a wavelength of 397 (e = 12000 MW1) and 466.0 (e = 12 300 M"1

cm"1) respectively. The emission of [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] and [Pt(phen)2l[Pt(MNT)2l in

DMSO was measured between 300 and 800 nm in the concentration range of

10"-10"-mol/l. Excitations were performed with wavelengths between 330 and 500 nm.

No significant emission was found between these wavelengths.
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Composites. In order to prepare composites of PVA1 (polyvinyl alcohol)) and the

fPt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2], [Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2J, [Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2 and

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2l complexes, these compounds were dissolved in DMSO and after

addition of a PVAl/water solution, composite films with thickness between 0.2 and 0.6

mm were obtained upon evaporation of the solvent. Composites of PVA1-

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2J and PVAl-[Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2] with a content in the range of

0.3-1 % w/w, and with [Pt(phen)2]fPt(MNT)2] or [Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2] with a content

in the range of 0.6-1 % w/w were prepared. In the case of [Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] and

[Pt(phen)2|[Pt(MNT)2] the optical micrograph of the as prepared samples, prior to

orientation, showed orange colored films due to the color of the dispersed crystals.

Composites of PVAl-[Pt(byp)2][Pt(DMIT)2] and PVAl-[Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2] in the

concentration range of 0.3 and 1 % w/w showed a violet color and revealed biréfringent

crystals which were not homogeneously dispersed.

The composites could be drawn at ca. 70 °C to draw ratios of 7-8, but orientation

was already visible at a draw ratio of 3. Upon orientation the PVA1-

[Pt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2] films showed a certain degree of dichroism; in fact they appeared

light-orange when placed parallel to the polarization direction of the polarizers in the

optical microscope, i.e. at an angle of 0°, while they appeared dark red to an angle of 90°

(Figure 9.2a,b). The best result in terms of anisotropy in the UV/Vis and optical

microscopy were obtained for composites with 0.6 % w/w and a draw ratio of 5. The

drawn films exhibited an optical anisotropy of the dominant absorption bands at 316,

414, 480 and 513 nm in the UV/Vis spectra (Figure 9.3a). The PVA1-

[Pt(phen)2][Pt(MNT)2] films showed lower dichroism compared to the

LPt(byp)2][Pt(MNT)2l films at the same draw ratio (5) (Figure 9.3b). PVA1-

[Pt(byp)2]|Pt(DMIT)2] and PVAl-[Pt(phen)2][Pt(DMIT)2l did not reveal dichroism

detectable with optical microscopy or with UV/Vis. The measured electrical

conductivity of the films was - IO"9 S/cm.
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9.5 Magnus' green salt layer-by-layer deposition on smooth surfaces

Chemical Substances and Materials. Magnus' green salt was prepared as

described in the literature5. Silicon (100) wafers were obtained from Powatec (Cham,

Switzerland) and cut to rectangles of 9 x 40 mm. Gold films were vapor deposited (75

nm) on silicon wafers with 3nm Cr adhesion promoter employing a BALTEC MED 020

coating system (Balzers, Liechtenstein) operating at 10" mbar. Glass slides were pre-

cleaned in ultarsonic baths with toluene, hexane, and isopropanol for 3 min each. The

different substrates were plasma-cleaned prior to solution immersion. The treatment was

carried out with an RF Plasma Cleaner PDC-32G (Harrick scientific) operated at

maximum RF-level (40 W) for 5 min. Gold substrates were treated for 1-2 min.

Analyses. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out at a pressure

of IO"9 mbar on a PHI 5400 instrument (Physical Electronics, USA) using an Al-Ka

(1486.6 eV) X-Ray source at 300 mW and 15 kV. The analyzer was set to an escape

angle of 45° and aperture (slit of 1 x 3.5 mm). A neutralizer source was used (15 % at 15

mA) to flood the non conducting samples with excess electrons. Survey spectra were

recorded with 71.55 eV pass energy and acquisition time of 6 min, high resolution

spectra at 17.8 eV pass energy and 20-30 min acquisition time. The atomic percentage of

elements is to take into account with an error of 10 %. For scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), the multilayer films were prepared on silicon and on silicon/gold. Samples were

sputter-coated with 1 nm of tungsten using a high vacuum coating unit. Micrographs

were taken with the help of a Hitachi S-900 SEM at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV.

Scanning probe microscope images were recorded in air in the tapping mode with a

Nanoscope E instrument (Digital Instruments Inc. Santa Barbara, California), which was

calibrated with a muscovite mica.

9.6 Preparation of Magnus' green salt multilayers thin films

Thin films of [Pt(NH3)4lfPtCl4l were generally prepared by a repeated dipping

process into aqueous solutions from solutions comprising, respectively, 1.0I0"2 mol/1

and 1.0-10"3 mol/1 of the [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 cation and K2[PtCl4] anion dissolved at 80 °C for

30 min in water. For a first series of experiments 32.2 mg of [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 and 40 mg of

K2[PtCl4] were dissolved in 10 ml of deionized H20. The best substrate for the growth of
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Magnus' green salt multilayers was found to be silicon (100). Gold was also taken as

substrate. The growth of films of the [Pt(NH3)4][PtCl4] Magnus' green salt was

effectuated by dipping at room temperature of silicon substrate first into the solution of

the fPt(NH3)4JCl2 platinum cation and then after approximately 30 min the sample was

taken out and rinsed with approximately 3 ml of pure water and subsequently dipped into

a second solution containing the K2|PtCl4] platinum anion. The two steps were repeated

several times in order to grow ultra-thin films with a number of layers varying from 2 to

100. K2fPtCl4] did not absorb on silicon (100).

For all the samples, the chemical composition was controlled stepwise with X-Ray

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). As a general trend for all the samples, it was

observed that as the number of the adsorbed layers increased, the atomic concentrations

of silicon decreased, implying that a better coverage of the substrate was achieved.

Qualitative analysis of the amount of the adsorbed platinum revealed that was constant

independently on the adsorbed species (cation or anion). Remarkably, for all the

prepared sample, no considerable amount of counterions such as CI" and K+ was

detected. The films were found to be stable even after a few months.

A kinetic study of the absorption of the cation [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 and the anion

K2[PtCl4] was carried on with the OWLS (Optical Waveguide Lightmode

Spectroscopy). From a first qualitative study was concluded that the absorption step took

place stepwise. For a first set of experiments an adsorption time of 30 min was set for a

solution concentration of 110" mol/1. The adsorption rate of the cation and anions unit

on the selected substrate varied significantly with the solution concentration. The results

from the OWLS experiments showed that the absorption mechanism is not regular and

clearly further investigations are needed in order to clarify it.
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10. Conclusions and Outlook

The objective of the work described in this thesis was the synthesis and processing

of novel quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds based on the structure of Magnus'

green salt, for potential application in the field of simple electronic devices. One of the

major interests in these compounds is the great simplicity and versatility of the synthetic

routes to design and synthesize such materials. The possibility of acquiring control over

the Pt-Pt distances by the structure of the ligands provides the opportunity to realize

supramolecular assemblies with interesting electrical and optical properties as well as

processability, as shown in this work. Understanding of the direct influence of the nature

of the ligand on the Pt-Pt distances within a single chain is of major importance both

from a fundamental and scientific point of view as well as for technological applications.

In general, while branched side groups will hamper and reduce the ability of the side

chains to crystallize, which allows an increase of the electrostatic forces between the

adjacent oppositively charged square planar platinum units, linear moieties will favour a

better intermolecular interaction between the platinum units via better side chain

packing. Remarkably, the use of chiral ligands, as shown in this work, provides the

opportunity to produce platinum compounds in which circular dichroism is induced at a

supramolecular level, though the mechanism of the chirality induction is still relatively

poorly understood. All in all, our findings clearly demonstrate the feasibility of tuning

the electrical and optical properties simply by choosing the appropriate ligand.

With ligands other than those used in this work, an entire spectrum of soluble,

quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds might be created that exhibit a multitude of

properties including, for example, semi-conductivity, luminescence, optical non-

linearity, as well as the ability to cross-link. Beside the possibility of tuning electrical

and optical properties of the platinum compounds by ligand modifications it may also be

advantageous to consider to change the electrical and optical properties of these

materials by extrinsic doping or partial oxidation or reduction in analogy to the

procedures used for conjugated polymers,1'2 molecular metals3'4 and Magnus' green

salt.5"7
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As shown in this thesis, conventional processing methods known for polymers,

like fiber spinning and solution casting, could be also be applied for processing of the

quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds due to their increased solubility imparted

by the ligands. The processability of these materials is of significant technological

importance as this property is a prerequisite for candidates for cheap electronic and

optoelectronic technology. The present semiconducting materials can be deposited on

large area flexible substrates at low processing temperatures which is attractive for the

production of low-cost arrays of devices. In this regard, a major result of the work in this

thesis is the fact that outstandingly oriented thin films of Magnus' salt derivatives were

obtained by growing them from solution at room temperature. This simple processing

technique is of fundamental importance in the creation of structural order in these

materials, which is necessary for their application in electronic devices. The application

of oriented films of quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds as active components of

simple electronical devices like FET's via solution processing has illustrated this. The

devices produced showed remarkably good performance and exceptional stability under

normal ambient conditions as well as in relatively harsh environments. The charge

carrier mobility studies carried out for oriented films as well as for bulk samples of the

platinum complexes showed values that are comparable with other semiconducting,

conjugated polymeric materials. Although the measured electrical properties of

devices comprising [Pt(NH2dmoc)4][PtCl4] do not allow to make them readily

applicable in common electronic devices, it is not excluded that the charge transport

properties of these materials might be enhanched by optimizing the ligands and further

improving order.

Finally, although the platinum compounds presented in this work offer the

possibility to be easily processed from solution into oriented films, it should be noted

that invariably the Pt-chain axis was parallel to the surface onto which the compounds

were grown. Clearly it would be of interest to produce structures in which the "metallic-

axis" is oriented perpendicular to the film surface. Such structures may be grown by for

instance by self-assembly of Magnus' green salt or related derivatives through layer-by
11 1 0

layer deposition of the platinum units. '
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In summary, in the work presented in this thesis it has been demonstrated that the

design of new semiconducting, quasi-one-dimensional platinum compounds through the

judicious choice of the ligands represents an opportunity to realize processable organic-

inorganic hybrid materials for application in "plastic electronics". The observed

exceptional environmental stability of the low-dimensional Magnus' salt derivatives

presented in this work indicate that such type of materials could constitute a valuable

alternative to many popular organic semiconducting polymers which suffer from

degradation and oxidation even under exposure to white light and ambient atmosphere.

The stability of the presented materials to water makes them candidates also for use in

sensors aimed at detecting aqueous analytes.13"17
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